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In this thesis, graphs are finite and simple unless otherwise specified. Given
a planar graph, we are interested in knowing what are the minimal structures
that can be added to the graph to make it non-planar.
A graph G is almost 4-connected if it is simple, 3-connected, has at least
five vertices, and V (G) cannot be partitioned into three sets A, B, C in such
a way that |C| = 3, |A| ≥ 2, |B| ≥ 2, and no edge of G has one end in A and
the other end in B. Almost 4-connectivity is a weakening of 4-connectivity
that allows for vertices of degree three. A graph S is a subdivision of G if
S can be obtained by replacing each edge of G by a path of length at least
one that has the same ends, where the paths are internally vertex-disjoint
from each other. The paths in S that correspond to the edges of G are called
the segments of S, and the ends of segments are called branch-vertices. If
S is a subgraph of H and S is a subdivision of G, then we say that S is a
G-subdivision in H. Suppose that S is a G-subdivision in H. An S-path is
a path P in H such that P has length at least one and its ends and only its
ends belong to V (S).
In [3], Norin and Thomas proved a result for unsigned graphs. The main
theorem describes the minimal non-planar extensions of planar graphs if we
assume that our graphs are almost 4-connected. The following is their result,
stated as (1.1) in [3]:
Theorem 1.1. Let G be an almost 4-connected planar graph on at least seven
vertices, let H be an almost 4-connected non-planar graph, and let there exist
a G-subdivision in H. Then there exists a G-subdivision S in H such that
one of the following conditions holds:
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(i) there exists an S-path in H joining two vertices of S not incident with
the same face, or
(ii) there exist two vertex-disjoint S-paths with ends s1, t1 and s2, t2 respec-
tively such that the vertices s1, s2, t1, t2 belong to some face boundary
of S in the order listed Moreover, for i = 1, 2 the vertices si and ti do
not belong to the same segment of S, and if two segments of S include
all of s1, t1, s2, t2, then those segments are vertex-disjoint.
1.1 Signed Graphs and Rerouting
Our goal in this thesis is to prove a generalization of Theorem 1.1 for signed
graphs. A signed graph is a pair (G,Σ) such that G is a graph and Σ is a
subset of E(G). The edges of G that are in Σ are odd and the other edges are
even. The parity of a subgraph F of G is defined as the parity of |E(F )∩Σ|.
We say that Γ′ is a signature of a signed graph (H,Γ) if each cycle in H
has the same parity in both (H,Γ) and (H,Γ′). Since every cycle uses an
even number of edges on a cut, we know that if F is a cut of H, then Γ ∆F
is also a signature of (H,Γ). In fact, Γ′ is a signature of (H,Γ) if and only if
Γ ∆ Γ′ is a cut of H.
When we consider a path P in (H,Γ), it will often be helpful to assume
that Γ has been replaced by a signature Γ′ for which E(P )∩ Γ′ = ∅. In that
case we say that (H,Γ) has been resigned so that every edge of P is even.
Since a path is bipartite, this resigning can always be done.
We will now define the concept of subdivisions for signed graphs. Let
(G,Σ) and (H,Γ) be signed graphs. Let (S,Λ) be a signed graph such that
S is a subdivision of G. Suppose that there exists a signature Σ′ of G such
that for each edge e ∈ E(G), the parity of e in (G,Σ′) is the same as the
parity of the segment Z of (S,Λ) corresponding to e. In those circumstances,
we say that (S,Λ) is a subdivision of (G,Γ). If S is a subgraph of H and
(S,Γ ∩ E(S)) is a subdivision of (G,Σ), then we say that S is a (G,Σ)-
subdivision in (H,Γ).
It will often be necessary to transform one (G,Σ)-subdivision into another,
and for this purpose we will use rerouting. Suppose that there exists a (G,Σ)-
subdivision S in (H,Γ). If there exists another (G,Σ) subdivision S ′ that can
be obtained from S by deleting vertices and edges of S and adding vertices
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and edges from H that are not in S, then we say that S ′ is obtained from S
by rerouting. We will introduce two kinds of rerouting that will be especially
common.
Let B be a subgraph of H such that E(B) ⊆ E(H) − E(S) and some
segment Z of S contains every vertex of V (B) ∩ V (S). The shadow of B is
the minimal subpath of Z that contains all attachments of B. We denote the
shadow of B by shadow(B).
Let Z be a segment of S. By possibly resigning (H,Γ), we may assume
that every edge of Z is even. Let P be an even S-path with endpoints on
Z. Let S ′ be obtained from S by replacing shadow(P ) by P . Then S ′ is a
(G,Σ)-subdivision in (H,Γ), and we say S ′ is obtained from S by rerouting
Z along P . See Figure 1.1.
Now let P1 and P2 be S-paths with endpoints on Z such that P1 and P2
have the same parity. Suppose shadow(P1) 6⊆ shadow(P2) and shadow(P2) 6⊆
shadow(P1). Let S
′ be obtained from S by replacing shadow(P1) ∆ shadow(P2)
by P1 ∪ P2. Then S ′ is a (G,Σ)-subdivision in (H,Γ), and we say S ′ is ob-
tained from S by rerouting Z along P1 and P2. See Figure 1.2. If S
′ can
be obtained from S by a series of these two kinds of reroutings, then we say
that S ′ is related to S.
Z
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Figure 1.1: Rerouting Z along P . The new segment is Z ′.
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Figure 1.2: Rerouting Z along P1 and P2. The new segment is Z
′.
1.2 Disk Systems
Instead of working directly with the facial cycles of a planar graph, we will
work with a set of cycles that have the specific properties of facial cycles that
we need. We will use the concept of disk systems that was used in [3].
A cycle C in a graph G is called peripheral if C is an induced subgraph of
G and G− V (C) is connected. We will need the following three well-known
results about planar graphs [4, 5].
Lemma 1.2.1. Let G be a subdivision of a 3-connected planar graph, and
let C be a cycle in G. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) the cycle C bounds a face in some planar embedding of G,
(ii) the cycle C bounds a face in every planar embedding of G,
(iii) the cycle C is peripheral.
Lemma 1.2.2. Let G be a subdivision of a 3-connected planar graph, and
let C1, C2 be two distinct peripheral cycles in G. Then the intersection of C1
and C2 is either null, a one-vertex graph, or a segment.
Lemma 1.2.3. Let G be a subdivision of a 3-connected planar graph, let
v ∈ V (G), and let e1, e2, e3 be three distinct edges of G incident with v. If
there exist peripheral cycles C1, C2, C3 in G such that ei ∈ E(Cj) for all
distinct indices i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, then v has degree three.
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A weak disk system in a graph G is a set C of distinct cycles of G, called
disks, such that
(X0) every edge of G belongs to exactly two members of C, and
(X1) the intersection of any two distinct members of C is either null, a one-
vertex graph, or a segment.
A weak disk system is a disk system if it satisfies (X0), (X1), and
(X2) if e1, e2, e3 are three distinct edges incident with a vertex v of G and
there exist disks C1, C2, C3 such that ei ∈ E(Cj) for all distinct integers
i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, then v has degree three.
By Lemmas 1.2.1, 1.2.2, and 1.2.3, the peripheral cycles of a subdivision
of a 3-connected planar graph form a disk system. If S ′ is obtained from S
by rerouting, then a weak disk system C in S induces a weak disk system C ′
in S ′. If C is a disk system, then so is C ′.
1.3 Main Theorem
We will need several definitions before stating our main theorem. For all the
definitions below, let (G,Σ) and (H,Γ) be signed graphs, let S be a (G,Σ)-
subdivision in (H,Γ), and let C be a weak disk system in S. If x and y are
vertices on a path Z, we use xZy to denote the subpath of Z with ends x
and y.
An S-path P is an S-jump if no disk in C includes both ends of P . Suppose
that P1, P2, P3 are internally vertex-disjoint S-paths. Let xi, yi be the
ends of Pi. Suppose C1 and C2 are two disks that share a segment Z. If
x3, y3 ∈ V (Z), x1 and x2 are in the interior of x3Zy3, y1 ∈ V (C1 − Z),
y2 ∈ V (C2 − Z), and P3 and x3Zy3 have opposite parity, then we say that
P1, P2, P3 forms an interrupted S-jump. See Figure 1.3.
Let C ∈ C, and let P1 and P2 be two vertex-disjoint S-paths with ends
u1, v1 and u2, v2 respectively, such that u1, u2, v1, v2 belong to V (C) and
occur on C in the order listed. Then we say that the pair P1, P2 is an S-
cross and that the vertices u1, u2, v1, v2 are its feet. We say that the cross
P1, P2 is weakly free if, for i = 1, 2, no segment of S includes both ends of
Pi. We say that a cross P1, P2 is free if it is weakly free and no two segments
of S that share a vertex include all the feet of the cross.
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P1<latexit sha1_base64="kX7WIlqVDa+POWtwJSlkd Y9iUQQ=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmaFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGt1O/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlh3rP65UrbtWdgSwTLycVyFHvlb+6/ZilEUrDBNW647mJ8TOqDGcCJ 6VuqjGhbEQH2LFU0gi1n81OnZATq/RJGCtb0pCZ+nsio5HW4yiwnRE1Q73oTcX/vE5qwms/4zJJDUo2XxSmgp iYTP8mfa6QGTG2hDLF7a2EDamizNh0SjYEb/HlZdI8q3rn1cv7i0rtJo+jCEdwDKfgwRXU4A7q0AAGA3iGV3h zhPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz/OQI12</latexit>
P3
<latexit sha1_base64="JPoFskO/fVm6IyAvyPkOY nuuIQs=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2MpsMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA 8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7kd0oEQoGEUrPdR7571yxa26M5Bl4uWkAjnqvfJXtx+zNOIKmaTGdDw3QT+jGgWTf FLqpoYnlI3ogHcsVTTixs9mp07IiVX6JIy1LYVkpv6eyGhkzDgKbGdEcWgWvan4n9dJMbz2M6GSFLli80VhKg nGZPo36QvNGcqxJZRpYW8lbEg1ZWjTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOqdVy/vLyq1mzyOIhzBMZyCB1dQgzuoQwMYDOAZXuH Nkc6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4A0UiNeA==</latexit>
x3
<latexit sha1_base64=" rcuv8iC8RHZT2UQXBkjhE9dRCKY=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewaRb0FvHiMaB6QLGF20k mGzM4uM7NiWPIJXjwo4tUv8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQ Sy4Nq777eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BQ0eJYlhnkYh UK6AaBZdYN9wIbMUKaRgIbAajm6nffESleSQfzDhGP6 QDyfucUWOl+6dupVssuWV3BrJMvIyUIEOtW/zq9CKW hCgNE1TrtufGxk+pMpwJnBQ6icaYshEdYNtSSUPUfj o7dUJOrNIj/UjZkobM1N8TKQ21HoeB7QypGepFbyr+5 7UT07/yUy7jxKBk80X9RBATkenfpMcVMiPGllCmuL2 VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2+vEwaZ2WvUr64Oy9Vr7M48nAEx 3AKHlxCFW6hBnVgMIBneIU3RzgvzrvzMW/NOdnMIfyB 8/kDDkeNoA==</latexit>
x2
<latexit sha1_base64="w8midvcCIhjhAb1rgDAV7 FZmri0=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGRb0FvHiMaB6QLGF20kmGzM4uM7NiWPIJXjwo4tUv 8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSy4Nq777eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BQ0eJYlhnkYhUK6AaBZdYN9wIbMUKaRgI bAajm6nffESleSQfzDhGP6QDyfucUWOl+6dupVssuWV3BrJMvIyUIEOtW/zq9CKWhCgNE1TrtufGxk+pMpwJn BQ6icaYshEdYNtSSUPUfjo7dUJOrNIj/UjZkobM1N8TKQ21HoeB7QypGepFbyr+57UT07/yUy7jxKBk80X9RB ATkenfpMcVMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2+vEwalbJ3Vr64Oy9Vr7M48nAEx3AKHlxCFW6hBnVgMIBneIU 3RzgvzrvzMW/NOdnMIfyB8/kDDMONnw==</latexit>
x1
<latexit sha1_base64="YDPd7etJ/kiMF7FxF/ajy f3xLBw=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmbFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQaMFDUVVN91dQSK4Nq775RSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u5eU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQI bAWj66nfekCleSzvzThBP6IDyUPOqLHS3WPP65UrbtWdgfwlXk4qkKPeK392+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ET krdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOiFHVumTMFa2pCEz9edERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhJd+xmWSGpRsvihMBT Exmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplGwI3uLLf0nzpOqdVs9vzyq1qzyOIhzAIRyDBxdQgxuoQwMYDOAJXuD VEc6z8+a8z1sLTj6zD7/gfHwDCz+Nng==</latexit>
y1
<latexit sha1_base64="tZ2dHBIwALnm3RePiqDuO zcXCao=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2MpsMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA 8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7kd0oEQoGEUrPYx7Xq9ccavuDGSZeDmpQI56r/zV7ccsjbhCJqkxHc9N0M+oRsEkn 5S6qeEJZSM64B1LFY248bPZqRNyYpU+CWNtSyGZqb8nMhoZM44C2xlRHJpFbyr+53VSDK/9TKgkRa7YfFGYSo Ixmf5N+kJzhnJsCWVa2FsJG1JNGdp0SjYEb/HlZdI8q3rn1cv7i0rtJo+jCEdwDKfgwRXU4A7q0AAGA3iGV3h zpPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz8MxY2f</latexit>
y2
<latexit sha1_base64="16vf9NP2APvQhkG3QGtzP Gnssx0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KklV1FvBi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI 3gpGt1O/9cS1EbF6xHHC/YgOlAgFo2ilh3Gv2iuV3Yo7A1kmXk7KkKPeK311+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJJ 8VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx26oScWqVPwljbUkhm6u+JjEbGjKPAdkYUh2bRm4r/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSs2XxSmkm BMpn+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjadog3BW3x5mTSrFe+8cnl/Ua7d5HEU4BhO4Aw8uIIa3EEdGsBgAM/wCm+ OdF6cd+dj3rri5DNH8AfO5w8OSY2g</latexit>
y3
<latexit sha1_base64="FpmzjDxKiVqMrQ+vWmfGS N6IgJE=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2MpsMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA 8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7kd0oEQoGEUrPYx7571yxa26M5Bl4uWkAjnqvfJXtx+zNOIKmaTGdDw3QT+jGgWTf FLqpoYnlI3ogHcsVTTixs9mp07IiVX6JIy1LYVkpv6eyGhkzDgKbGdEcWgWvan4n9dJMbz2M6GSFLli80VhKg nGZPo36QvNGcqxJZRpYW8lbEg1ZWjTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOqdVy/vLyq1mzyOIhzBMZyCB1dQgzuoQwMYDOAZXuH Nkc6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4AD82NoQ==</latexit>
C1<latexit sha1_base64="jq9W4l2YCSoeVdGEPQhKA jJhaJ4=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FcvEY0TwgWcLsZDYZMju7zPQKYcknePGgiFe/ yJt/4yTZg0YLGoqqbrq7gkQKg6775RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5By8SpZrzJYhnrTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA 8nYwrs/89iPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKV7ut9r1+uuFV3DvKXeDmpQI5Gv/zZG8QsjbhCJqkxXc9N0M+oRsEkn 5Z6qeEJZWM65F1LFY248bP5qVNyYpUBCWNtSyGZqz8nMhoZM4kC2xlRHJllbyb+53VTDK/9TKgkRa7YYlGYSo Ixmf1NBkJzhnJiCWVa2FsJG1FNGdp0SjYEb/nlv6R1VvXOq5d3F5XaTR5HEY7gGE7BgyuowS00oAkMhvAEL/D qSOfZeXPeF60FJ585hF9wPr4BunKNaQ==</latexit>
C2<latexit sha1_base64="y9yhIIx1eyOnNT2NvTQEF 5lyYfo=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGRb0FcvEY0TwgWcLspDcZMju7zMwKIeQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGtZnfekKleSwfzThBP6IDyUPOqLHSQ61X6RVLbtmdg6wSLyMlyFDvFb+6/ZilEUrDBNW647mJ8SdUGc4ET gvdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqfzI/dUrOrNInYaxsSUPm6u+JCY20HkeB7YyoGeplbyb+53VSE974Ey6T1KBki0VhKo iJyexv0ucKmRFjSyhT3N5K2JAqyoxNp2BD8JZfXiXNStm7KF/dX5aqt1kceTiBUzgHD66hCndQhwYwGMAzvMK bI5wX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwBu/aNag==</latexit>
Figure 1.3: An interrupted S-jump. Dotted paths are odd.
Let P1, P2 be a weakly free cross in C that is not free. Then there exist
two distinct segments Z1 and Z2, both incident with a branch-vertex v of S,
such that Z1 ∪Z2 includes all the feet of P1, P2. In that case we say that the
cross P1, P2 is centred at v and based at Z1 and Z2. If v has degree three, let
Z3 be the third segment incident with v. For i = 1, 2, let Ci be the other disk
containing Zi. Let vi be the other end of Zi. Let xi and yi be the ends of Pi.
We may assume that x1, x2, v occur on Z1 in the order listed and that y2, y1,
v occur on Z2 in the order listed. We may also assume that (H,Γ) has been
resigned so that every edge of Z1∪Z2 is even. Suppose there exists a path Q1
with ends s1 and t1 such that s1 is in the interior of vZ2y2. Suppose further
that y ∈ V (C2 − (Z2 ∪ Z3)) if v has degree three and that y ∈ V (C2 − Z2) if
v has degree four or greater. Suppose that at least one of P1 and P2 is odd.
Then we say that P1, P2, Q1 is a type-1 extended S-cross. See Figure 1.4.
Now suppose that there exist paths Q1 and Q2, where Qi has endpoints si
and ti. Suppose that s1 is in the interior of vZ2y2, t1 ∈ V (y2Z2v2) − {y2},
s2 ∈ V (y2Z2t1)−{t1}, and t2 ∈ V (C − (Z1 ∪Z2)). Suppose that at least one
of P1 and P2 is odd and that Q1 is odd. Then we say that P1, P2, Q1, Q2 is
a type-2 extended S-cross. See Figure 1.5.
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<latexit sha1_base64=" N6ID+a9HSzhMr2D1dECY9aE1skY=">AAAB6HicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHhMwDwgWcLspD cZMzu7zMwGQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3B Yng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHDR2nimGdxSJ WrYBqFFxi3XAjsJUopFEgsBkM72d+c4RK81g+mnGCfk T7koecUWOl2qhbLLlldw6ySryMlCBDtVv86vRilkYo DRNU67bnJsafUGU4EzgtdFKNCWVD2se2pZJGqP3J/N ApObNKj4SxsiUNmau/JyY00nocBbYzomagl72Z+J/XT k1460+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr0mPK2RGjC2hTHF7K2E DqigzNpuCDcFbfnmVNC7K3mX5unZVqtxlceThBE7hH Dy4gQo8QBXqwADhGV7hzXlyXpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fz B+LAjPg=</latexit>
x1
<latexit sha1_base64="YDPd7etJ/kiMF7FxF/ajy f3xLBw=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmbFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQaMFDUVVN91dQSK4Nq775RSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u5eU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQI bAWj66nfekCleSzvzThBP6IDyUPOqLHS3WPP65UrbtWdgfwlXk4qkKPeK392+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ET krdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOiFHVumTMFa2pCEz9edERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhJd+xmWSGpRsvihMBT Exmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplGwI3uLLf0nzpOqdVs9vzyq1qzyOIhzAIRyDBxdQgxuoQwMYDOAJXuD VEc6z8+a8z1sLTj6zD7/gfHwDCz+Nng==</latexit>
x2
<latexit sha1_base64=" w8midvcCIhjhAb1rgDAV7FZmri0=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGRb0FvHiMaB6QLGF20k mGzM4uM7NiWPIJXjwo4tUv8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQ Sy4Nq777eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BQ0eJYlhnkYh UK6AaBZdYN9wIbMUKaRgIbAajm6nffESleSQfzDhGP6 QDyfucUWOl+6dupVssuWV3BrJMvIyUIEOtW/zq9CKW hCgNE1TrtufGxk+pMpwJnBQ6icaYshEdYNtSSUPUfj o7dUJOrNIj/UjZkobM1N8TKQ21HoeB7QypGepFbyr+5 7UT07/yUy7jxKBk80X9RBATkenfpMcVMiPGllCmuL2 VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2+vEwalbJ3Vr64Oy9Vr7M48nAEx 3AKHlxCFW6hBnVgMIBneIU3RzgvzrvzMW/NOdnMIfyB 8/kDDMONnw==</latexit>
y2
<latexit sha1_base64="16vf9NP2APvQhkG3QGtzP Gnssx0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KklV1FvBi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI 3gpGt1O/9cS1EbF6xHHC/YgOlAgFo2ilh3Gv2iuV3Yo7A1kmXk7KkKPeK311+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJJ 8VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx26oScWqVPwljbUkhm6u+JjEbGjKPAdkYUh2bRm4r/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSs2XxSmkm BMpn+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjadog3BW3x5mTSrFe+8cnl/Ua7d5HEU4BhO4Aw8uIIa3EEdGsBgAM/wCm+ OdF6cd+dj3rri5DNH8AfO5w8OSY2g</latexit>
y1
<latexit sha1_base64=" tZ2dHBIwALnm3RePiqDuOzcXCao=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2Mp sMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7g kQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhn rdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7k d0oEQoGEUrPYx7Xq9ccavuDGSZeDmpQI56r/zV7ccs jbhCJqkxHc9N0M+oRsEkn5S6qeEJZSM64B1LFY248b PZqRNyYpU+CWNtSyGZqb8nMhoZM44C2xlRHJpFbyr+5 3VSDK/9TKgkRa7YfFGYSoIxmf5N+kJzhnJsCWVa2Fs JG1JNGdp0SjYEb/HlZdI8q3rn1cv7i0rtJo+jCEdwD KfgwRXU4A7q0AAGA3iGV3hzpPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84 nz8MxY2f</latexit> s1
<latexit sha1_base64="USokpB201GIKSVoXcGnGb VnYjLI=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2MpsMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA 8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7kd0oEQoGEUrPZie1ytX3Ko7A1kmXk4qkKPeK391+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJJ 6VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx26oScWKVPwljbUkhm6u+JjEbGjKPAdkYUh2bRm4r/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSs2XxSmkm BMpn+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjadkg3BW3x5mTTPqt559fL+olK7yeMowhEcwyl4cAU1uIM6NIDBAJ7hFd4 c6bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8DoY2Z</latexit>
t1
<latexit sha1_base64=" 94R0LjTNAWOCFeZsMXCtElQlF34=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2Mp sMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7g kQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhn rdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7k d0oEQoGEUrPWDP65UrbtWdgSwTLycVyFHvlb+6/Zil EVfIJDWm47kJ+hnVKJjkk1I3NTyhbEQHvGOpohE3fj Y7dUJOrNInYaxtKSQz9fdERiNjxlFgOyOKQ7PoTcX/v E6K4bWfCZWkyBWbLwpTSTAm079JX2jOUI4toUwLeyt hQ6opQ5tOyYbgLb68TJpnVe+8enl/Uand5HEU4QiO4 RQ8uIIa3EEdGsBgAM/wCm+OdF6cd+dj3lpw8plD+APn 8wcFJ42a</latexit>
v1
<latexit sha1_base64="dxi+jQ4z6bflu+VD7tL5y Q12j5c=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmYDYcknePGgiFe/ yJt/4yTZg0YLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz3yymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGtzO/NUaleSwfzSRBP6IDyUPOqLHSw7jn9coVt+rOQf4SLycVyFHvlT+7/ZilEUrDBNW647mJ8TOqDGcCp 6VuqjGhbEQH2LFU0gi1n81PnZITq/RJGCtb0pC5+nMio5HWkyiwnRE1Q73szcT/vE5qwms/4zJJDUq2WBSmgp iYzP4mfa6QGTGxhDLF7a2EDamizNh0SjYEb/nlv6R5VvXOq5f3F5XaTR5HEY7gGE7BgyuowR3UoQEMBvAEL/D qCOfZeXPeF60FJ585hF9wPr4BCDONnA==</latexit>
v2
<latexit sha1_base64="gKXmrz6XjsaKDApUUTjZo oLusa8=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGRb0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmYDIeQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjho5TxbDOYhGrVkA1Ci6xbrgR2EoU0igQ 2AyGdzO/OUKleSyfzDhBP6J9yUPOqLHS46hb6RZLbtmdg6wSLyMlyFDrFr86vZilEUrDBNW67bmJ8SdUGc4ET gudVGNC2ZD2sW2ppBFqfzI/dUrOrNIjYaxsSUPm6u+JCY20HkeB7YyoGehlbyb+57VTE974Ey6T1KBki0VhKo iJyexv0uMKmRFjSyhT3N5K2IAqyoxNp2BD8JZfXiWNStm7KF89XJaqt1kceTiBUzgHD66hCvdQgzow6MMzvMK bI5wX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwBCbeNnQ==</latexit>
P2<latexit sha1_base64="bmoyjd6NTKcsK59i33EVu +Bf0f0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KklV1FvBi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI 3gpGt1O/9cS1EbF6xHHC/YgOlAgFo2ilh3qv2iuV3Yo7A1kmXk7KkKPeK311+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJJ 8VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx26oScWqVPwljbUkhm6u+JjEbGjKPAdkYUh2bRm4r/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSs2XxSmkm BMpn+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjadog3BW3x5mTSrFe+8cnl/Ua7d5HEU4BhO4Aw8uIIa3EEdGsBgAM/wCm+ OdF6cd+dj3rri5DNH8AfO5w/PxI13</latexit>
P1<latexit sha1_base64="kX7WIlqVDa+POWtwJSlkd Y9iUQQ=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmaFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGt1O/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlh3rP65UrbtWdgSwTLycVyFHvlb+6/ZilEUrDBNW647mJ8TOqDGcCJ 6VuqjGhbEQH2LFU0gi1n81OnZATq/RJGCtb0pCZ+nsio5HW4yiwnRE1Q73oTcX/vE5qwms/4zJJDUo2XxSmgp iYTP8mfa6QGTG2hDLF7a2EDamizNh0SjYEb/HlZdI8q3rn1cv7i0rtJo+jCEdwDKfgwRXU4A7q0AAGA3iGV3h zhPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz/OQI12</latexit>
Q1
<latexit sha1_base64=" UV3Q/vmHsoQF2VOF4xaBpNZP8ao=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHhM0DwgWcLsZD YZMju7zPQKYcknePGgiFe/yJt/4yTZg0YLGoqqbrq7g kQKg6775RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5By8SpZrzJYhn rTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA8nYwvp357UeujYjVA04S7k d0qEQoGEUr3Tf6Xr9ccavuHOQv8XJSgRz1fvmzN4hZ GnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42 fzU6fkxCoDEsbalkIyV39OZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z +umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvubDITmDOXEEsq0sLc SNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLf0nrrOqdVy8bF5XaTR5HEY7gG E7BgyuowR3UoQkMhvAEL/DqSOfZeXPeF60FJ585hF9w Pr4Bz8aNdw==</latexit>
Figure 1.4: A type-1 extended S-cross
v
<latexit sha1_base64=" N6ID+a9HSzhMr2D1dECY9aE1skY=">AAAB6HicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHhMwDwgWcLspD cZMzu7zMwGQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3B Yng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHDR2nimGdxSJ WrYBqFFxi3XAjsJUopFEgsBkM72d+c4RK81g+mnGCfk T7koecUWOl2qhbLLlldw6ySryMlCBDtVv86vRilkYo DRNU67bnJsafUGU4EzgtdFKNCWVD2se2pZJGqP3J/N ApObNKj4SxsiUNmau/JyY00nocBbYzomagl72Z+J/XT k1460+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr0mPK2RGjC2hTHF7K2E DqigzNpuCDcFbfnmVNC7K3mX5unZVqtxlceThBE7hH Dy4gQo8QBXqwADhGV7hzXlyXpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fz B+LAjPg=</latexit>
x1
<latexit sha1_base64="YDPd7etJ/kiMF7FxF/ajy f3xLBw=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmbFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQaMFDUVVN91dQSK4Nq775RSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u5eU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQI bAWj66nfekCleSzvzThBP6IDyUPOqLHS3WPP65UrbtWdgfwlXk4qkKPeK392+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ET krdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOiFHVumTMFa2pCEz9edERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhJd+xmWSGpRsvihMBT Exmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplGwI3uLLf0nzpOqdVs9vzyq1qzyOIhzAIRyDBxdQgxuoQwMYDOAJXuD VEc6z8+a8z1sLTj6zD7/gfHwDCz+Nng==</latexit>
x2
<latexit sha1_base64=" w8midvcCIhjhAb1rgDAV7FZmri0=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGRb0FvHiMaB6QLGF20k mGzM4uM7NiWPIJXjwo4tUv8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQ Sy4Nq777eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BQ0eJYlhnkYh UK6AaBZdYN9wIbMUKaRgIbAajm6nffESleSQfzDhGP6 QDyfucUWOl+6dupVssuWV3BrJMvIyUIEOtW/zq9CKW hCgNE1TrtufGxk+pMpwJnBQ6icaYshEdYNtSSUPUfj o7dUJOrNIj/UjZkobM1N8TKQ21HoeB7QypGepFbyr+5 7UT07/yUy7jxKBk80X9RBATkenfpMcVMiPGllCmuL2 VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2+vEwalbJ3Vr64Oy9Vr7M48nAEx 3AKHlxCFW6hBnVgMIBneIU3RzgvzrvzMW/NOdnMIfyB 8/kDDMONnw==</latexit>
y2
<latexit sha1_base64="16vf9NP2APvQhkG3QGtzP Gnssx0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KklV1FvBi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI 3gpGt1O/9cS1EbF6xHHC/YgOlAgFo2ilh3Gv2iuV3Yo7A1kmXk7KkKPeK311+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJJ 8VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx26oScWqVPwljbUkhm6u+JjEbGjKPAdkYUh2bRm4r/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSs2XxSmkm BMpn+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjadog3BW3x5mTSrFe+8cnl/Ua7d5HEU4BhO4Aw8uIIa3EEdGsBgAM/wCm+ OdF6cd+dj3rri5DNH8AfO5w8OSY2g</latexit>
y1
<latexit sha1_base64=" tZ2dHBIwALnm3RePiqDuOzcXCao=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2Mp sMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7g kQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhn rdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7k d0oEQoGEUrPYx7Xq9ccavuDGSZeDmpQI56r/zV7ccs jbhCJqkxHc9N0M+oRsEkn5S6qeEJZSM64B1LFY248b PZqRNyYpU+CWNtSyGZqb8nMhoZM44C2xlRHJpFbyr+5 3VSDK/9TKgkRa7YfFGYSoIxmf5N+kJzhnJsCWVa2Fs JG1JNGdp0SjYEb/HlZdI8q3rn1cv7i0rtJo+jCEdwD KfgwRXU4A7q0AAGA3iGV3hzpPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84 nz8MxY2f</latexit> s1
<latexit sha1_base64=" USokpB201GIKSVoXcGnGbVnYjLI=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2Mp sMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7g kQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhn rdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7k d0oEQoGEUrPZie1ytX3Ko7A1kmXk4qkKPeK391+zFL I66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJJ6VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/G x26oScWKVPwljbUkhm6u+JjEbGjKPAdkYUh2bRm4r/e Z0Uw2s/EypJkSs2XxSmkmBMpn+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lb ChlRThjadkg3BW3x5mTTPqt559fL+olK7yeMowhEcw yl4cAU1uIM6NIDBAJ7hFd4c6bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO 5w8DoY2Z</latexit>
t1
<latexit sha1_base64="94R0LjTNAWOCFeZsMXCtE lQlF34=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2MpsMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA 8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7kd0oEQoGEUrPWDP65UrbtWdgSwTLycVyFHvlb+6/ZilEVfIJDWm47kJ+hnVKJjkk 1I3NTyhbEQHvGOpohE3fjY7dUJOrNInYaxtKSQz9fdERiNjxlFgOyOKQ7PoTcX/vE6K4bWfCZWkyBWbLwpTST Am079JX2jOUI4toUwLeythQ6opQ5tOyYbgLb68TJpnVe+8enl/Uand5HEU4QiO4RQ8uIIa3EEdGsBgAM/wCm+ OdF6cd+dj3lpw8plD+APn8wcFJ42a</latexit>
v1
<latexit sha1_base64="dxi+jQ4z6bflu+VD7tL5y Q12j5c=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmYDYcknePGgiFe/ yJt/4yTZg0YLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz3yymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGtzO/NUaleSwfzSRBP6IDyUPOqLHSw7jn9coVt+rOQf4SLycVyFHvlT+7/ZilEUrDBNW647mJ8TOqDGcCp 6VuqjGhbEQH2LFU0gi1n81PnZITq/RJGCtb0pC5+nMio5HWkyiwnRE1Q73szcT/vE5qwms/4zJJDUq2WBSmgp iYzP4mfa6QGTGxhDLF7a2EDamizNh0SjYEb/nlv6R5VvXOq5f3F5XaTR5HEY7gGE7BgyuowR3UoQEMBvAEL/D qCOfZeXPeF60FJ585hF9wPr4BCDONnA==</latexit>
v2
<latexit sha1_base64="gKXmrz6XjsaKDApUUTjZo oLusa8=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGRb0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmYDIeQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjho5TxbDOYhGrVkA1Ci6xbrgR2EoU0igQ 2AyGdzO/OUKleSyfzDhBP6J9yUPOqLHS46hb6RZLbtmdg6wSLyMlyFDrFr86vZilEUrDBNW67bmJ8SdUGc4ET gudVGNC2ZD2sW2ppBFqfzI/dUrOrNIjYaxsSUPm6u+JCY20HkeB7YyoGehlbyb+57VTE974Ey6T1KBki0VhKo iJyexv0uMKmRFjSyhT3N5K2IAqyoxNp2BD8JZfXiWNStm7KF89XJaqt1kceTiBUzgHD66hCvdQgzow6MMzvMK bI5wX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwBCbeNnQ==</latexit>
P2<latexit sha1_base64="bmoyjd6NTKcsK59i33EVu +Bf0f0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KklV1FvBi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI 3gpGt1O/9cS1EbF6xHHC/YgOlAgFo2ilh3qv2iuV3Yo7A1kmXk7KkKPeK311+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJJ 8VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx26oScWqVPwljbUkhm6u+JjEbGjKPAdkYUh2bRm4r/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSs2XxSmkm BMpn+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjadog3BW3x5mTSrFe+8cnl/Ua7d5HEU4BhO4Aw8uIIa3EEdGsBgAM/wCm+ OdF6cd+dj3rri5DNH8AfO5w/PxI13</latexit>
P1<latexit sha1_base64="kX7WIlqVDa+POWtwJSlkd Y9iUQQ=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmaFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGt1O/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlh3rP65UrbtWdgSwTLycVyFHvlb+6/ZilEUrDBNW647mJ8TOqDGcCJ 6VuqjGhbEQH2LFU0gi1n81OnZATq/RJGCtb0pCZ+nsio5HW4yiwnRE1Q73oTcX/vE5qwms/4zJJDUo2XxSmgp iYTP8mfa6QGTG2hDLF7a2EDamizNh0SjYEb/HlZdI8q3rn1cv7i0rtJo+jCEdwDKfgwRXU4A7q0AAGA3iGV3h zhPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz/OQI12</latexit>
Q1
<latexit sha1_base64="UV3Q/vmHsoQF2VOF4xaBp NZP8ao=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHhM0DwgWcLsZDYZMju7zPQKYcknePGgiFe/ yJt/4yTZg0YLGoqqbrq7gkQKg6775RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5By8SpZrzJYhnrTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA 8nYwvp357UeujYjVA04S7kd0qEQoGEUr3Tf6Xr9ccavuHOQv8XJSgRz1fvmzN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJP i31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzU6fkxCoDEsbalkIyV39OZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQ RjMvubDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLf0nrrOqdVy8bF5XaTR5HEY7gGE7BgyuowR3UoQkMhvAEL/D qSOfZeXPeF60FJ585hF9wPr4Bz8aNdw==</latexit>
s2
<latexit sha1_base64="o6fvMNXI0vyvCMxmrEZLr s9XBac=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KklV1FvBi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUC W8Hoduq3nlBpHstHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqz0oHvVXqnsVtwZyDLxclKGHPVe6avbj1kaoTRMUK07npsYP6PKcCZwU uymGhPKRnSAHUsljVD72ezUCTm1Sp+EsbIlDZmpvycyGmk9jgLbGVEz1IveVPzP66QmvPYzLpPUoGTzRWEqiI nJ9G/S5wqZEWNLKFPc3krYkCrKjE2naEPwFl9eJs1qxTuvXN5flGs3eRwFOIYTOAMPrqAGd1CHBjAYwDO8wps jnBfn3fmYt644+cwR/IHz+QMFJY2a</latexit>
t2
<latexit sha1_base64="MzyB3sd3Tj3CrY6c18Dqc bXBF/A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KklV1FvBi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI 3gpGt1O/9cS1EbF6xHHC/YgOlAgFo2ilB+xVe6WyW3FnIMvEy0kZctR7pa9uP2ZpxBUySY3peG6CfkY1Cib5p NhNDU8oG9EB71iqaMSNn81OnZBTq/RJGGtbCslM/T2R0ciYcRTYzoji0Cx6U/E/r5NieO1nQiUpcsXmi8JUEo zJ9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTtCF4iy8vk2a14p1XLu8vyrWbPI4CHMMJnIEHV1CDO6hDAxgM4Ble4c2 Rzovz7nzMW1ecfOYI/sD5/AEGq42b</latexit>Q2
<latexit sha1_base64="mxaaj3gt4z28PlpRV0aaP RoNROE=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGRb0FvHhM0DwgWcLspDcZMju7zMwKIeQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGdzO/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlh3qv0iuW3LI7B1klXkZKkKHWK351+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT40+oMpwJn Ba6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPU/mR+6pScWaVPwljZkobM1d8TExppPY4C2xlRM9TL3kz8z+ukJrzxJ1wmqUHJFovCVB ATk9nfpM8VMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2/vEqalbJ3Ub6qX5aqt1kceTiBUzgHD66hCvdQgwYwGMAzvMK bI5wX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwB0UqNeA==</latexit>
Figure 1.5: A type-2 extended S-cross
Now suppose that there exist paths Q1, Q2, Q3 where Qi has endpoints si
and ti. Suppose that s1 is in the interior of vZ2y2, t1 ∈ V (y2Z2v2) − {y2},
s2 ∈ V (y2Z2t1) − {t1}, t2 ∈ V (x1Z1v1) − {x1}, s3 ∈ V (x1Z1t2) − {t2}, and
t3 ∈ V (C1 −Z1). Suppose that at least one of P1 and P2 is odd and that Q1
is odd. Then we say that P1, P2, Q1, Q2, Q3 is a type-3 extended S-cross.
See Figure 1.6.
Now suppose that there exist paths Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 where Qi has endpoints
si and ti. Suppose that s1 is in the interior of vZ2y2, t1 ∈ V (y2Z2v2)− {y2},
s2 ∈ V (y2Z2t1) − {t1}, t2 ∈ V (x1Z1v1) − {x1}, s3 ∈ V (x1Z1t2) − {t2}, t3 ∈
V (t2Z1v2)−{t2}, s4 ∈ V (t2Z1s3)−{t3}, and t4 ∈ V (C− (Z1∪Z2)). Suppose
7
v
<latexit sha1_base64=" N6ID+a9HSzhMr2D1dECY9aE1skY=">AAAB6HicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHhMwDwgWcLspD cZMzu7zMwGQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3B Yng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHDR2nimGdxSJ WrYBqFFxi3XAjsJUopFEgsBkM72d+c4RK81g+mnGCfk T7koecUWOl2qhbLLlldw6ySryMlCBDtVv86vRilkYo DRNU67bnJsafUGU4EzgtdFKNCWVD2se2pZJGqP3J/N ApObNKj4SxsiUNmau/JyY00nocBbYzomagl72Z+J/XT k1460+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr0mPK2RGjC2hTHF7K2E DqigzNpuCDcFbfnmVNC7K3mX5unZVqtxlceThBE7hH Dy4gQo8QBXqwADhGV7hzXlyXpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fz B+LAjPg=</latexit>
x1
<latexit sha1_base64="YDPd7etJ/kiMF7FxF/ajy f3xLBw=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmbFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQaMFDUVVN91dQSK4Nq775RSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u5eU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQI bAWj66nfekCleSzvzThBP6IDyUPOqLHS3WPP65UrbtWdgfwlXk4qkKPeK392+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ET krdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOiFHVumTMFa2pCEz9edERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhJd+xmWSGpRsvihMBT Exmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplGwI3uLLf0nzpOqdVs9vzyq1qzyOIhzAIRyDBxdQgxuoQwMYDOAJXuD VEc6z8+a8z1sLTj6zD7/gfHwDCz+Nng==</latexit>
x2
<latexit sha1_base64=" w8midvcCIhjhAb1rgDAV7FZmri0=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGRb0FvHiMaB6QLGF20k mGzM4uM7NiWPIJXjwo4tUv8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQ Sy4Nq777eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BQ0eJYlhnkYh UK6AaBZdYN9wIbMUKaRgIbAajm6nffESleSQfzDhGP6 QDyfucUWOl+6dupVssuWV3BrJMvIyUIEOtW/zq9CKW hCgNE1TrtufGxk+pMpwJnBQ6icaYshEdYNtSSUPUfj o7dUJOrNIj/UjZkobM1N8TKQ21HoeB7QypGepFbyr+5 7UT07/yUy7jxKBk80X9RBATkenfpMcVMiPGllCmuL2 VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2+vEwalbJ3Vr64Oy9Vr7M48nAEx 3AKHlxCFW6hBnVgMIBneIU3RzgvzrvzMW/NOdnMIfyB 8/kDDMONnw==</latexit>
y2
<latexit sha1_base64="16vf9NP2APvQhkG3QGtzP Gnssx0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KklV1FvBi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI 3gpGt1O/9cS1EbF6xHHC/YgOlAgFo2ilh3Gv2iuV3Yo7A1kmXk7KkKPeK311+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJJ 8VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx26oScWqVPwljbUkhm6u+JjEbGjKPAdkYUh2bRm4r/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSs2XxSmkm BMpn+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjadog3BW3x5mTSrFe+8cnl/Ua7d5HEU4BhO4Aw8uIIa3EEdGsBgAM/wCm+ OdF6cd+dj3rri5DNH8AfO5w8OSY2g</latexit>
y1
<latexit sha1_base64=" tZ2dHBIwALnm3RePiqDuOzcXCao=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2Mp sMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7g kQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhn rdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7k d0oEQoGEUrPYx7Xq9ccavuDGSZeDmpQI56r/zV7ccs jbhCJqkxHc9N0M+oRsEkn5S6qeEJZSM64B1LFY248b PZqRNyYpU+CWNtSyGZqb8nMhoZM44C2xlRHJpFbyr+5 3VSDK/9TKgkRa7YfFGYSoIxmf5N+kJzhnJsCWVa2Fs JG1JNGdp0SjYEb/HlZdI8q3rn1cv7i0rtJo+jCEdwD KfgwRXU4A7q0AAGA3iGV3hzpPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84 nz8MxY2f</latexit> s1
<latexit sha1_base64="USokpB201GIKSVoXcGnGb VnYjLI=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2MpsMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA 8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7kd0oEQoGEUrPZie1ytX3Ko7A1kmXk4qkKPeK391+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJJ 6VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx26oScWKVPwljbUkhm6u+JjEbGjKPAdkYUh2bRm4r/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSs2XxSmkm BMpn+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjadkg3BW3x5mTTPqt559fL+olK7yeMowhEcwyl4cAU1uIM6NIDBAJ7hFd4 c6bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8DoY2Z</latexit>
t1
<latexit sha1_base64="94R0LjTNAWOCFeZsMXCtE lQlF34=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2MpsMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA 8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7kd0oEQoGEUrPWDP65UrbtWdgSwTLycVyFHvlb+6/ZilEVfIJDWm47kJ+hnVKJjkk 1I3NTyhbEQHvGOpohE3fjY7dUJOrNInYaxtKSQz9fdERiNjxlFgOyOKQ7PoTcX/vE6K4bWfCZWkyBWbLwpTST Am079JX2jOUI4toUwLeythQ6opQ5tOyYbgLb68TJpnVe+8enl/Uand5HEU4QiO4RQ8uIIa3EEdGsBgAM/wCm+ OdF6cd+dj3lpw8plD+APn8wcFJ42a</latexit>
v1
<latexit sha1_base64="dxi+jQ4z6bflu+VD7tL5y Q12j5c=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmYDYcknePGgiFe/ yJt/4yTZg0YLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz3yymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGtzO/NUaleSwfzSRBP6IDyUPOqLHSw7jn9coVt+rOQf4SLycVyFHvlT+7/ZilEUrDBNW647mJ8TOqDGcCp 6VuqjGhbEQH2LFU0gi1n81PnZITq/RJGCtb0pC5+nMio5HWkyiwnRE1Q73szcT/vE5qwms/4zJJDUq2WBSmgp iYzP4mfa6QGTGxhDLF7a2EDamizNh0SjYEb/nlv6R5VvXOq5f3F5XaTR5HEY7gGE7BgyuowR3UoQEMBvAEL/D qCOfZeXPeF60FJ585hF9wPr4BCDONnA==</latexit>
v2
<latexit sha1_base64="gKXmrz6XjsaKDApUUTjZo oLusa8=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGRb0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmYDIeQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjho5TxbDOYhGrVkA1Ci6xbrgR2EoU0igQ 2AyGdzO/OUKleSyfzDhBP6J9yUPOqLHS46hb6RZLbtmdg6wSLyMlyFDrFr86vZilEUrDBNW67bmJ8SdUGc4ET gudVGNC2ZD2sW2ppBFqfzI/dUrOrNIjYaxsSUPm6u+JCY20HkeB7YyoGehlbyb+57VTE974Ey6T1KBki0VhKo iJyexv0uMKmRFjSyhT3N5K2IAqyoxNp2BD8JZfXiWNStm7KF89XJaqt1kceTiBUzgHD66hCvdQgzow6MMzvMK bI5wX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwBCbeNnQ==</latexit>
P2<latexit sha1_base64="bmoyjd6NTKcsK59i33EVu +Bf0f0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KklV1FvBi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI 3gpGt1O/9cS1EbF6xHHC/YgOlAgFo2ilh3qv2iuV3Yo7A1kmXk7KkKPeK311+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJJ 8VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx26oScWqVPwljbUkhm6u+JjEbGjKPAdkYUh2bRm4r/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSs2XxSmkm BMpn+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjadog3BW3x5mTSrFe+8cnl/Ua7d5HEU4BhO4Aw8uIIa3EEdGsBgAM/wCm+ OdF6cd+dj3rri5DNH8AfO5w/PxI13</latexit>
P1<latexit sha1_base64="kX7WIlqVDa+POWtwJSlkd Y9iUQQ=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmaFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGt1O/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlh3rP65UrbtWdgSwTLycVyFHvlb+6/ZilEUrDBNW647mJ8TOqDGcCJ 6VuqjGhbEQH2LFU0gi1n81OnZATq/RJGCtb0pCZ+nsio5HW4yiwnRE1Q73oTcX/vE5qwms/4zJJDUo2XxSmgp iYTP8mfa6QGTG2hDLF7a2EDamizNh0SjYEb/HlZdI8q3rn1cv7i0rtJo+jCEdwDKfgwRXU4A7q0AAGA3iGV3h zhPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz/OQI12</latexit>
Q1
<latexit sha1_base64="UV3Q/vmHsoQF2VOF4xaBp NZP8ao=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHhM0DwgWcLsZDYZMju7zPQKYcknePGgiFe/ yJt/4yTZg0YLGoqqbrq7gkQKg6775RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5By8SpZrzJYhnrTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA 8nYwvp357UeujYjVA04S7kd0qEQoGEUr3Tf6Xr9ccavuHOQv8XJSgRz1fvmzN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJP i31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzU6fkxCoDEsbalkIyV39OZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQ RjMvubDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLf0nrrOqdVy8bF5XaTR5HEY7gGE7BgyuowR3UoQkMhvAEL/D qSOfZeXPeF60FJ585hF9wPr4Bz8aNdw==</latexit>
s2
<latexit sha1_base64="o6fvMNXI0vyvCMxmrEZLr s9XBac=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KklV1FvBi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUC W8Hoduq3nlBpHstHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqz0oHvVXqnsVtwZyDLxclKGHPVe6avbj1kaoTRMUK07npsYP6PKcCZwU uymGhPKRnSAHUsljVD72ezUCTm1Sp+EsbIlDZmpvycyGmk9jgLbGVEz1IveVPzP66QmvPYzLpPUoGTzRWEqiI nJ9G/S5wqZEWNLKFPc3krYkCrKjE2naEPwFl9eJs1qxTuvXN5flGs3eRwFOIYTOAMPrqAGd1CHBjAYwDO8wps jnBfn3fmYt644+cwR/IHz+QMFJY2a</latexit>
t2
<latexit sha1_base64="MzyB3sd3Tj3CrY6c18Dqc bXBF/A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KklV1FvBi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI 3gpGt1O/9cS1EbF6xHHC/YgOlAgFo2ilB+xVe6WyW3FnIMvEy0kZctR7pa9uP2ZpxBUySY3peG6CfkY1Cib5p NhNDU8oG9EB71iqaMSNn81OnZBTq/RJGGtbCslM/T2R0ciYcRTYzoji0Cx6U/E/r5NieO1nQiUpcsXmi8JUEo zJ9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTtCF4iy8vk2a14p1XLu8vyrWbPI4CHMMJnIEHV1CDO6hDAxgM4Ble4c2 Rzovz7nzMW1ecfOYI/sD5/AEGq42b</latexit>
Q2
<latexit sha1_base64="mxaaj3gt4z28PlpRV0aaP RoNROE=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGRb0FvHhM0DwgWcLspDcZMju7zMwKIeQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGdzO/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlh3qv0iuW3LI7B1klXkZKkKHWK351+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT40+oMpwJn Ba6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPU/mR+6pScWaVPwljZkobM1d8TExppPY4C2xlRM9TL3kz8z+ukJrzxJ1wmqUHJFovCVB ATk9nfpM8VMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2/vEqalbJ3Ub6qX5aqt1kceTiBUzgHD66hCvdQgwYwGMAzvMK bI5wX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwB0UqNeA==</latexit>
s3
<latexit sha1_base64="VzygYXu/xpuiH1VjDYKIH 6SGS3I=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmaFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGt1O/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlB90775UrbtWdgSwTLycVyFHvlb+6/ZilEUrDBNW647mJ8TOqDGcCJ 6VuqjGhbEQH2LFU0gi1n81OnZATq/RJGCtb0pCZ+nsio5HW4yiwnRE1Q73oTcX/vE5qwms/4zJJDUo2XxSmgp iYTP8mfa6QGTG2hDLF7a2EDamizNh0SjYEb/HlZdI8q3rn1cv7i0rtJo+jCEdwDKfgwRXU4A7q0AAGA3iGV3h zhPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz8GqY2b</latexit>
t3
<latexit sha1_base64="YtGwHz7al9if7Tvxm1iPB ihI2xY=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2MpsMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA 8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7kd0oEQoGEUrPWDvvFeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRlwhk9SYjucm6GdUo2CST 0rd1PCEshEd8I6likbc+Nns1Ak5sUqfhLG2pZDM1N8TGY2MGUeB7YwoDs2iNxX/8zophtd+JlSSIldsvihMJc GYTP8mfaE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDammDG06JRuCt/jyMmmeVb3z6uX9RaV2k8dRhCM4hlPw4ApqcAd1aACDATzDK7w 50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx8IL42c</latexit>
Q3
<latexit sha1_base64="By2YKBdfBR4uM0/ejF6al KSETZc=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewaRb0FvHhM0DwgWcLspDcZMju7zMwKIeQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGdzO/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlh3qv0iuW3LI7B1klXkZKkKHWK351+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT40+oMpwJn Ba6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPU/mR+6pScWaVPwljZkobM1d8TExppPY4C2xlRM9TL3kz8z+ukJrzxJ1wmqUHJFovCVB ATk9nfpM8VMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2/vEqaF2WvUr6qX5aqt1kceTiBUzgHD66hCvdQgwYwGMAzvMK bI5wX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwB0s6NeQ==</latexit>
Figure 1.6: A type-3 extended S-cross
that at least one of P1 and P2 is odd and that Q1 and Q3 are odd. Then we
say that P1, P2, Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 is a type-4 extended S-cross. See Figure 1.7.
v
<latexit sha1_base64=" N6ID+a9HSzhMr2D1dECY9aE1skY=">AAAB6HicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHhMwDwgWcLspD cZMzu7zMwGQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3B Yng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHDR2nimGdxSJ WrYBqFFxi3XAjsJUopFEgsBkM72d+c4RK81g+mnGCfk T7koecUWOl2qhbLLlldw6ySryMlCBDtVv86vRilkYo DRNU67bnJsafUGU4EzgtdFKNCWVD2se2pZJGqP3J/N ApObNKj4SxsiUNmau/JyY00nocBbYzomagl72Z+J/XT k1460+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr0mPK2RGjC2hTHF7K2E DqigzNpuCDcFbfnmVNC7K3mX5unZVqtxlceThBE7hH Dy4gQo8QBXqwADhGV7hzXlyXpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fz B+LAjPg=</latexit>
x1
<latexit sha1_base64="YDPd7etJ/kiMF7FxF/ajy f3xLBw=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmbFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQaMFDUVVN91dQSK4Nq775RSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u5eU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQI bAWj66nfekCleSzvzThBP6IDyUPOqLHS3WPP65UrbtWdgfwlXk4qkKPeK392+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ET krdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOiFHVumTMFa2pCEz9edERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhJd+xmWSGpRsvihMBT Exmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplGwI3uLLf0nzpOqdVs9vzyq1qzyOIhzAIRyDBxdQgxuoQwMYDOAJXuD VEc6z8+a8z1sLTj6zD7/gfHwDCz+Nng==</latexit>
x2
<latexit sha1_base64=" w8midvcCIhjhAb1rgDAV7FZmri0=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGRb0FvHiMaB6QLGF20k mGzM4uM7NiWPIJXjwo4tUv8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQ Sy4Nq777eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BQ0eJYlhnkYh UK6AaBZdYN9wIbMUKaRgIbAajm6nffESleSQfzDhGP6 QDyfucUWOl+6dupVssuWV3BrJMvIyUIEOtW/zq9CKW hCgNE1TrtufGxk+pMpwJnBQ6icaYshEdYNtSSUPUfj o7dUJOrNIj/UjZkobM1N8TKQ21HoeB7QypGepFbyr+5 7UT07/yUy7jxKBk80X9RBATkenfpMcVMiPGllCmuL2 VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2+vEwalbJ3Vr64Oy9Vr7M48nAEx 3AKHlxCFW6hBnVgMIBneIU3RzgvzrvzMW/NOdnMIfyB 8/kDDMONnw==</latexit>
y2
<latexit sha1_base64="16vf9NP2APvQhkG3QGtzP Gnssx0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KklV1FvBi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI 3gpGt1O/9cS1EbF6xHHC/YgOlAgFo2ilh3Gv2iuV3Yo7A1kmXk7KkKPeK311+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJJ 8VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx26oScWqVPwljbUkhm6u+JjEbGjKPAdkYUh2bRm4r/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSs2XxSmkm BMpn+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjadog3BW3x5mTSrFe+8cnl/Ua7d5HEU4BhO4Aw8uIIa3EEdGsBgAM/wCm+ OdF6cd+dj3rri5DNH8AfO5w8OSY2g</latexit>
y1
<latexit sha1_base64=" tZ2dHBIwALnm3RePiqDuOzcXCao=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2Mp sMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7g kQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhn rdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7k d0oEQoGEUrPYx7Xq9ccavuDGSZeDmpQI56r/zV7ccs jbhCJqkxHc9N0M+oRsEkn5S6qeEJZSM64B1LFY248b PZqRNyYpU+CWNtSyGZqb8nMhoZM44C2xlRHJpFbyr+5 3VSDK/9TKgkRa7YfFGYSoIxmf5N+kJzhnJsCWVa2Fs JG1JNGdp0SjYEb/HlZdI8q3rn1cv7i0rtJo+jCEdwD KfgwRXU4A7q0AAGA3iGV3hzpPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84 nz8MxY2f</latexit> s1
<latexit sha1_base64=" USokpB201GIKSVoXcGnGbVnYjLI=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2Mp sMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7g kQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhn rdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7k d0oEQoGEUrPZie1ytX3Ko7A1kmXk4qkKPeK391+zFL I66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJJ6VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/G x26oScWKVPwljbUkhm6u+JjEbGjKPAdkYUh2bRm4r/e Z0Uw2s/EypJkSs2XxSmkmBMpn+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lb ChlRThjadkg3BW3x5mTTPqt559fL+olK7yeMowhEcw yl4cAU1uIM6NIDBAJ7hFd4c6bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO 5w8DoY2Z</latexit>
t1
<latexit sha1_base64="94R0LjTNAWOCFeZsMXCtE lQlF34=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2MpsMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA 8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7kd0oEQoGEUrPWDP65UrbtWdgSwTLycVyFHvlb+6/ZilEVfIJDWm47kJ+hnVKJjkk 1I3NTyhbEQHvGOpohE3fjY7dUJOrNInYaxtKSQz9fdERiNjxlFgOyOKQ7PoTcX/vE6K4bWfCZWkyBWbLwpTST Am079JX2jOUI4toUwLeythQ6opQ5tOyYbgLb68TJpnVe+8enl/Uand5HEU4QiO4RQ8uIIa3EEdGsBgAM/wCm+ OdF6cd+dj3lpw8plD+APn8wcFJ42a</latexit>
v1
<latexit sha1_base64="dxi+jQ4z6bflu+VD7tL5y Q12j5c=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmYDYcknePGgiFe/ yJt/4yTZg0YLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz3yymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGtzO/NUaleSwfzSRBP6IDyUPOqLHSw7jn9coVt+rOQf4SLycVyFHvlT+7/ZilEUrDBNW647mJ8TOqDGcCp 6VuqjGhbEQH2LFU0gi1n81PnZITq/RJGCtb0pC5+nMio5HWkyiwnRE1Q73szcT/vE5qwms/4zJJDUq2WBSmgp iYzP4mfa6QGTGxhDLF7a2EDamizNh0SjYEb/nlv6R5VvXOq5f3F5XaTR5HEY7gGE7BgyuowR3UoQEMBvAEL/D qCOfZeXPeF60FJ585hF9wPr4BCDONnA==</latexit>
v2
<latexit sha1_base64="gKXmrz6XjsaKDApUUTjZo oLusa8=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGRb0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmYDIeQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjho5TxbDOYhGrVkA1Ci6xbrgR2EoU0igQ 2AyGdzO/OUKleSyfzDhBP6J9yUPOqLHS46hb6RZLbtmdg6wSLyMlyFDrFr86vZilEUrDBNW67bmJ8SdUGc4ET gudVGNC2ZD2sW2ppBFqfzI/dUrOrNIjYaxsSUPm6u+JCY20HkeB7YyoGehlbyb+57VTE974Ey6T1KBki0VhKo iJyexv0uMKmRFjSyhT3N5K2IAqyoxNp2BD8JZfXiWNStm7KF89XJaqt1kceTiBUzgHD66hCvdQgzow6MMzvMK bI5wX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwBCbeNnQ==</latexit>
P2<latexit sha1_base64="bmoyjd6NTKcsK59i33EVu +Bf0f0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KklV1FvBi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI 3gpGt1O/9cS1EbF6xHHC/YgOlAgFo2ilh3qv2iuV3Yo7A1kmXk7KkKPeK311+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJJ 8VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx26oScWqVPwljbUkhm6u+JjEbGjKPAdkYUh2bRm4r/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSs2XxSmkm BMpn+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjadog3BW3x5mTSrFe+8cnl/Ua7d5HEU4BhO4Aw8uIIa3EEdGsBgAM/wCm+ OdF6cd+dj3rri5DNH8AfO5w/PxI13</latexit>
P1<latexit sha1_base64="kX7WIlqVDa+POWtwJSlkd Y9iUQQ=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmaFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGt1O/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlh3rP65UrbtWdgSwTLycVyFHvlb+6/ZilEUrDBNW647mJ8TOqDGcCJ 6VuqjGhbEQH2LFU0gi1n81OnZATq/RJGCtb0pCZ+nsio5HW4yiwnRE1Q73oTcX/vE5qwms/4zJJDUo2XxSmgp iYTP8mfa6QGTG2hDLF7a2EDamizNh0SjYEb/HlZdI8q3rn1cv7i0rtJo+jCEdwDKfgwRXU4A7q0AAGA3iGV3h zhPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz/OQI12</latexit>
Q1
<latexit sha1_base64="UV3Q/vmHsoQF2VOF4xaBp NZP8ao=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHhM0DwgWcLsZDYZMju7zPQKYcknePGgiFe/ yJt/4yTZg0YLGoqqbrq7gkQKg6775RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5By8SpZrzJYhnrTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA 8nYwvp357UeujYjVA04S7kd0qEQoGEUr3Tf6Xr9ccavuHOQv8XJSgRz1fvmzN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJP i31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzU6fkxCoDEsbalkIyV39OZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQ RjMvubDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLf0nrrOqdVy8bF5XaTR5HEY7gGE7BgyuowR3UoQkMhvAEL/D qSOfZeXPeF60FJ585hF9wPr4Bz8aNdw==</latexit>
s2
<latexit sha1_base64="o6fvMNXI0vyvCMxmrEZLr s9XBac=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KklV1FvBi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUC W8Hoduq3nlBpHstHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqz0oHvVXqnsVtwZyDLxclKGHPVe6avbj1kaoTRMUK07npsYP6PKcCZwU uymGhPKRnSAHUsljVD72ezUCTm1Sp+EsbIlDZmpvycyGmk9jgLbGVEz1IveVPzP66QmvPYzLpPUoGTzRWEqiI nJ9G/S5wqZEWNLKFPc3krYkCrKjE2naEPwFl9eJs1qxTuvXN5flGs3eRwFOIYTOAMPrqAGd1CHBjAYwDO8wps jnBfn3fmYt644+cwR/IHz+QMFJY2a</latexit>
t2
<latexit sha1_base64="MzyB3sd3Tj3CrY6c18Dqc bXBF/A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KklV1FvBi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI 3gpGt1O/9cS1EbF6xHHC/YgOlAgFo2ilB+xVe6WyW3FnIMvEy0kZctR7pa9uP2ZpxBUySY3peG6CfkY1Cib5p NhNDU8oG9EB71iqaMSNn81OnZBTq/RJGGtbCslM/T2R0ciYcRTYzoji0Cx6U/E/r5NieO1nQiUpcsXmi8JUEo zJ9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTtCF4iy8vk2a14p1XLu8vyrWbPI4CHMMJnIEHV1CDO6hDAxgM4Ble4c2 Rzovz7nzMW1ecfOYI/sD5/AEGq42b</latexit>
Q2
<latexit sha1_base64="mxaaj3gt4z28PlpRV0aaP RoNROE=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGRb0FvHhM0DwgWcLspDcZMju7zMwKIeQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGdzO/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlh3qv0iuW3LI7B1klXkZKkKHWK351+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT40+oMpwJn Ba6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPU/mR+6pScWaVPwljZkobM1d8TExppPY4C2xlRM9TL3kz8z+ukJrzxJ1wmqUHJFovCVB ATk9nfpM8VMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2/vEqalbJ3Ub6qX5aqt1kceTiBUzgHD66hCvdQgwYwGMAzvMK bI5wX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwB0UqNeA==</latexit>
s3
<latexit sha1_base64="VzygYXu/xpuiH1VjDYKIH 6SGS3I=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmaFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGt1O/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlB90775UrbtWdgSwTLycVyFHvlb+6/ZilEUrDBNW647mJ8TOqDGcCJ 6VuqjGhbEQH2LFU0gi1n81OnZATq/RJGCtb0pCZ+nsio5HW4yiwnRE1Q73oTcX/vE5qwms/4zJJDUo2XxSmgp iYTP8mfa6QGTG2hDLF7a2EDamizNh0SjYEb/HlZdI8q3rn1cv7i0rtJo+jCEdwDKfgwRXU4A7q0AAGA3iGV3h zhPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz8GqY2b</latexit>
t3
<latexit sha1_base64="YtGwHz7al9if7Tvxm1iPB ihI2xY=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2MpsMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA 8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7kd0oEQoGEUrPWDvvFeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRlwhk9SYjucm6GdUo2CST 0rd1PCEshEd8I6likbc+Nns1Ak5sUqfhLG2pZDM1N8TGY2MGUeB7YwoDs2iNxX/8zophtd+JlSSIldsvihMJc GYTP8mfaE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDammDG06JRuCt/jyMmmeVb3z6uX9RaV2k8dRhCM4hlPw4ApqcAd1aACDATzDK7w 50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+czx8IL42c</latexit>
Q3
<latexit sha1_base64="By2YKBdfBR4uM0/ejF6al KSETZc=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewaRb0FvHhM0DwgWcLspDcZMju7zMwKIeQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGdzO/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlh3qv0iuW3LI7B1klXkZKkKHWK351+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT40+oMpwJn Ba6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPU/mR+6pScWaVPwljZkobM1d8TExppPY4C2xlRM9TL3kz8z+ukJrzxJ1wmqUHJFovCVB ATk9nfpM8VMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2/vEqaF2WvUr6qX5aqt1kceTiBUzgHD66hCvdQgwYwGMAzvMK bI5wX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwB0s6NeQ==</latexit>
s4
<latexit sha1_base64="WgdUnsRKzRFZsFuzbRb4P Nn2zMk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0ot4KXjxWtB/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aCIV3+R N/+N2zYHrT4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+OYWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQ vB2Mb2Z++5FrI2L1gJOE+xEdKhEKRtFK96Zf65crbtWdg/wlXk4qkKPRL3/2BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp 6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScWGVAwljbUkjm6s+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uwys/EypJkSu2WBSmkm BMZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW375L2mdVb3z6sVdrVK/zuMowhEcwyl4cAl1uIUGNIHBEJ7gBV4 d6Tw7b877orXg5DOH8AvOxzcILY2c</latexit>
t4
<latexit sha1_base64="CX8IWoCDvua1b6chZpjAW l1JkyE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0ot4KXjxWtB/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aCIV3+R N/+N2zYHrT4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+OYWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQ vB2Mb2Z++5FrI2L1gJOE+xEdKhEKRtFK99iv9csVt+rOQf4SLycVyNHolz97g5ilEVfIJDWm67kJ+hnVKJjk0 1IvNTyhbEyHvGupohE3fjY/dUpOrDIgYaxtKSRz9edERiNjJlFgOyOKI7PszcT/vG6K4ZWfCZWkyBVbLApTST Ams7/JQGjOUE4soUwLeythI6opQ5tOyYbgLb/8l7TOqt559eKuVqlf53EU4QiO4RQ8uIQ63EIDmsBgCE/wAq+ OdJ6dN+d90Vpw8plD+AXn4xsJs42d</latexit>
Q4
<latexit sha1_base64="+HDfPuvtOQZYLRloZIsqq iGoe0Y=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexqRL0FvHhM0DwgWcLspDcZMju7zMwKIeQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGdzO/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlh3qv0iuW3LI7B1klXkZKkKHWK351+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT40+oMpwJn Ba6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPU/mR+6pScWaVPwljZkobM1d8TExppPY4C2xlRM9TL3kz8z+ukJrzxJ1wmqUHJFovCVB ATk9nfpM8VMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2/vEqaF2XvsnxVr5Sqt1kceTiBUzgHD66hCvdQgwYwGMAzvMK bI5wX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwB1FKNeg==</latexit>
Figure 1.7: A type-4 extended S-cross
Now suppose that there exist paths Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5 where Qi has end-
points si and ti. Suppose that s1 is in the interior of vZ2y2, t1 ∈ V (y2Z2v2)−
{y2}, s2 ∈ V (y2Z2t1) − {t1}, t2 ∈ V (x1Z1v1) − {x1}, s3 ∈ V (x1Z1t2) − {t2},
t3 ∈ V (t2Z1v2) − {t2}, s4 ∈ V (t2Z1s3) − {t3}, t4 ∈ V (t1Z2v2) − {t1},
s5 ∈ V (t1Z2t4) − {t4}, and t5 ∈ V (C2 − Z2). Suppose that at least one
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of P1 and P2 is odd and that Q1 and Q3 are odd. Then we say that P1, P2,
Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5 is a type-5 extended S-cross. See Figure 1.8.
v
<latexit sha1_base64=" N6ID+a9HSzhMr2D1dECY9aE1skY=">AAAB6HicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHhMwDwgWcLspD cZMzu7zMwGQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3B Yng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHDR2nimGdxSJ WrYBqFFxi3XAjsJUopFEgsBkM72d+c4RK81g+mnGCfk T7koecUWOl2qhbLLlldw6ySryMlCBDtVv86vRilkYo DRNU67bnJsafUGU4EzgtdFKNCWVD2se2pZJGqP3J/N ApObNKj4SxsiUNmau/JyY00nocBbYzomagl72Z+J/XT k1460+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr0mPK2RGjC2hTHF7K2E DqigzNpuCDcFbfnmVNC7K3mX5unZVqtxlceThBE7hH Dy4gQo8QBXqwADhGV7hzXlyXpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fz B+LAjPg=</latexit>
x1
<latexit sha1_base64="YDPd7etJ/kiMF7FxF/ajy f3xLBw=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmbFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQaMFDUVVN91dQSK4Nq775RSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u5eU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQI bAWj66nfekCleSzvzThBP6IDyUPOqLHS3WPP65UrbtWdgfwlXk4qkKPeK392+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ET krdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOiFHVumTMFa2pCEz9edERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhJd+xmWSGpRsvihMBT Exmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplGwI3uLLf0nzpOqdVs9vzyq1qzyOIhzAIRyDBxdQgxuoQwMYDOAJXuD VEc6z8+a8z1sLTj6zD7/gfHwDCz+Nng==</latexit>
x2
<latexit sha1_base64=" w8midvcCIhjhAb1rgDAV7FZmri0=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGRb0FvHiMaB6QLGF20k mGzM4uM7NiWPIJXjwo4tUv8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQ Sy4Nq777eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BQ0eJYlhnkYh UK6AaBZdYN9wIbMUKaRgIbAajm6nffESleSQfzDhGP6 QDyfucUWOl+6dupVssuWV3BrJMvIyUIEOtW/zq9CKW hCgNE1TrtufGxk+pMpwJnBQ6icaYshEdYNtSSUPUfj o7dUJOrNIj/UjZkobM1N8TKQ21HoeB7QypGepFbyr+5 7UT07/yUy7jxKBk80X9RBATkenfpMcVMiPGllCmuL2 VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2+vEwalbJ3Vr64Oy9Vr7M48nAEx 3AKHlxCFW6hBnVgMIBneIU3RzgvzrvzMW/NOdnMIfyB 8/kDDMONnw==</latexit>
y2
<latexit sha1_base64="16vf9NP2APvQhkG3QGtzP Gnssx0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KklV1FvBi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI 3gpGt1O/9cS1EbF6xHHC/YgOlAgFo2ilh3Gv2iuV3Yo7A1kmXk7KkKPeK311+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJJ 8VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx26oScWqVPwljbUkhm6u+JjEbGjKPAdkYUh2bRm4r/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSs2XxSmkm BMpn+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjadog3BW3x5mTSrFe+8cnl/Ua7d5HEU4BhO4Aw8uIIa3EEdGsBgAM/wCm+ OdF6cd+dj3rri5DNH8AfO5w8OSY2g</latexit>
y1
<latexit sha1_base64=" tZ2dHBIwALnm3RePiqDuOzcXCao=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2Mp sMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7g kQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhn rdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7k d0oEQoGEUrPYx7Xq9ccavuDGSZeDmpQI56r/zV7ccs jbhCJqkxHc9N0M+oRsEkn5S6qeEJZSM64B1LFY248b PZqRNyYpU+CWNtSyGZqb8nMhoZM44C2xlRHJpFbyr+5 3VSDK/9TKgkRa7YfFGYSoIxmf5N+kJzhnJsCWVa2Fs JG1JNGdp0SjYEb/HlZdI8q3rn1cv7i0rtJo+jCEdwD KfgwRXU4A7q0AAGA3iGV3hzpPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84 nz8MxY2f</latexit> s1
<latexit sha1_base64="USokpB201GIKSVoXcGnGb VnYjLI=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2MpsMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA 8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7kd0oEQoGEUrPZie1ytX3Ko7A1kmXk4qkKPeK391+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJJ 6VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx26oScWKVPwljbUkhm6u+JjEbGjKPAdkYUh2bRm4r/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSs2XxSmkm BMpn+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjadkg3BW3x5mTTPqt559fL+olK7yeMowhEcwyl4cAU1uIM6NIDBAJ7hFd4 c6bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8DoY2Z</latexit>
t1
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Figure 1.8: A type-5 extended S-cross
Let S be a subgraph of a graph H. An S-bridge in H is a connected
subgraph B of H such that E(B) ∩ E(S) = ∅ and either E(B) consists of
a single edge with both ends in S, or for some component C of H − V (S)
the set E(B) consists of all edges of H with at least one end in V (C). The
vertices in V (B) ∩ V (S) are called the attachments of B. Let G be a graph
with no vertices of degree two, and let S be a G-subdivision in a graph H.
If B is an S-bridge of H, then we say that B is unstable if some segment of
S includes all the attachments of B; otherwise we say that B is stable. If B
is an unstable S-bridge of H, then we say B is S-planar if B has a planar
embedding in a disk with all attachments of B on the boundary of the disk.
Let B be an unstable S-bridge that is not S-planar. Let Z be the segment
that contains all the attachments of B, and let C be a disk that contains
Z. Let x1, x2, x3, x4 be distinct attachments of B that occur on Z in that
order. Let P1, P2 be vertex-disjoint S-paths with endpoints w1, z1 and w2, z2
respectively such that w1, w2 ∈ V (x2Zx3) and z1, z2 ∈ V (C − Z). Suppose
that (H,Γ) can be resigned such that every edge of B is even, any one edge
of x2Zx3 is odd, and every other edge of Z is even. Then we say that B, P1,
P2 is an S-umbrella. See Figure 1.9.
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<latexit sha1_base64="VSsO1i9rA4IdTkago4WZn JNUkLI=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexqRL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2MkmGzM4uM71iWPIJXjwo4tUv 8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSyFQdf9dnIrq2vrG/nNwtb2zu5ecf+gYaJEM15nkYx0K6CGS6F4HQVK3oo1p2Eg eTMY3Uz95iPXRkTqAccx90M6UKIvGEUr3T91K91iyS27M5Bl4mWkBBlq3eJXpxexJOQKmaTGtD03Rj+lGgWTf FLoJIbHlI3ogLctVTTkxk9np07IiVV6pB9pWwrJTP09kdLQmHEY2M6Q4tAselPxP6+dYP/KT4WKE+SKzRf1E0 kwItO/SU9ozlCOLaFMC3srYUOqKUObTsGG4C2+vEwaZ2XvvHxxVylVr7M48nAEx3AKHlxCFW6hBnVgMIBneIU 3RzovzrvzMW/NOdnMIfyB8/kDD8uNoQ==</latexit>
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Figure 1.9: An S-umbrella
We are now ready to state the main theorem.
Theorem 1.3.1. Let (G,Σ) be an almost 4-connected planar signed graph
on at least six vertices, let (H,Γ) be an almost 4-connected non-planar signed
graph, and let S be a (G,Σ)-subdivision in (H,Γ). Then there exists a (G,Σ)-
subdivision S ′ in (H,Γ) obtained from S by repeated reroutings such that S ′
and the disk system of peripheral cycles in S ′ satisfy one of the following
conditions:
(i) there exists an S ′-jump,
(ii) there exists a free S ′-cross,
(iii) there exists an interrupted S ′-jump,
(iv) there exists an S ′-umbrella, or
(v) for some j ∈ {1, 2, ..., 5}, there exists a type-j extended S ′-cross.
1.4 Outcomes
The outcomes in Theorem 1.3.1 that are not present in Theorem 1.1 are
there because we have fewer options when rerouting with signed graphs. We
will give a brief explanation of why the extra outcomes are not present in
Theorem 1.1.
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In the case of an interrupted S-jump, P3 and x3Zy3 are required to have
opposite parity. If P3 and x3Zy3 were both even, we could reroute Z along
P3 to obtain a new (G,Σ) subdivision S
′ and an S ′-jump.
If Σ = ∅, then there exists a (G,Σ)-subdivision S such that every S-bridge
is stable [3]. Thus we can eliminate unstable S-bridges in the unsigned case.
In the case of a weakly free S-cross that is not free, if both of the crossing
paths are even, then we can reroute the two segments along the crossing
paths in what is described in [3] as an X-rerouting. In the case where P1 and
P2 are both even, we do not need the extended S-cross outcomes. Extended





2.1 An Unstable Bridge Lemma
In [2], Naismith proved a minimal non-planar extension theorem assum-
ing only 3-connectivity for (G,Σ) and no restrictions on the connectivity of
(H,Γ). These results were improved in [1], which has not yet been published.
We will be quoting several results from [1].
By eventually assuming almost 4-connectivity for both (G,Σ) and (H,Γ),
we will be able to eliminate several outcomes from Naismith’s theorem. In
order to eliminate most of the outcomes involving unstable bridges, we will
need to prove a lemma about the structure of unstable bridges.
First we introduce some terminology used in [1]. Let B1 and B2 be unstable
S-bridges. If B1 has an attachment in the interior of shadow(B2), then we
say that B2 is over an attachment of B1. If B1 is over an attachment of B2
and B2 is over an attachment of B1, then we say that B1 and B2 cross.
B2<latexit sha1_base64="mbFyk9bcCG5XOBLz3DApY eQkONw=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGRb0FvXiMaB6QLGF20kmGzM4uM7NCWPIJXjwo4tUv 8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSy4Nq777eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BQ0eJYlhnkYhUK6AaBZdYN9wIbMUKaRgI bAaj26nffEKleSQfzThGP6QDyfucUWOlh5tupVssuWV3BrJMvIyUIEOtW/zq9CKWhCgNE1TrtufGxk+pMpwJn BQ6icaYshEdYNtSSUPUfjo7dUJOrNIj/UjZkobM1N8TKQ21HoeB7QypGepFbyr+57UT07/yUy7jxKBk80X9RB ATkenfpMcVMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2+vEwalbJ3Vr64Py9Vr7M48nAEx3AKHlxCFe6gBnVgMIBneIU 3RzgvzrvzMW/NOdnMIfyB8/kDunCNaQ==</latexit>
B1<latexit sha1_base64="F1lpxhyDG/QvhZ5LtiXKD t4Bick=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvXiMaB6QLGF2MpsMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQaMFDUVVN91dQSKFQdf9cgpLyyura8X10sbm1vZOeXevaeJUM95gsYx1O6CGS6F4AwVK3k40p1Eg eSsY3Uz91iPXRsTqAccJ9yM6UCIUjKKV7q97Xq9ccavuDOQv8XJSgRz1Xvmz249ZGnGFTFJjOp6boJ9RjYJJP il1U8MTykZ0wDuWKhpx42ezUyfkyCp9EsbalkIyU39OZDQyZhwFtjOiODSL3lT8z+ukGF76mVBJilyx+aIwlQ RjMv2b9IXmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrTplGwI3uLLf0nzpOqdVs/vziq1qzyOIhzAIRyDBxdQg1uoQwMYDOAJXuD Vkc6z8+a8z1sLTj6zD7/gfHwDuOyNaA==</latexit>
Figure 2.1: B1 and B2 are unstable bridges that cross.
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Let (G,Σ) and (H,Γ) be signed graphs, and let S be a (G,Σ)-subdivision
in (H,Γ). We say that an S-bridge B is type-0 if B is stable. If B is an
unstable S-bridge, B is over an attachment of a type-j S-bridge, and B is not
over an attachment of any type-k S-bridge for k < j, then B is type-(j+1).
A separation of a graph H is a pair (A,B) of subsets of V (H) such that
A ∪ B = V (H) and there is no edge between A − B and B − A. The order
of a separation is the size of the set A ∩B.
A clump is a maximal non-empty set C of unstable bridges such that, for
every pair B, B′ of bridges in C, there exists a sequence B, B1, ..., Bk, B′ of
bridges in C such that consecutive bridges in the sequence are crossing. Let
B be a clump of S-bridges on a segment Z. We define the shadow of B to be
the minimal subpath of Z that contains the attachments of every bridge in
B. Let x, y be the endpoints of shadow(B). Let A = V (B ∪ xZy)). We say
B is 2-separated from S in H if (A, V (H) − (A − {x, y})) is a separation of
H with order at most 2.
Suppose that some S-bridge has an attachment a on Z. Let B be a set of
unstable S-bridges with attachments on Z. We say a is B-significant if a is
interior to shadow(B) for some S-bridge B ∈ B.
In [1], Naismith proved a useful result about clump structure.
Lemma 2.1.1. Let (G,Σ) and (H,Γ) be signed graphs where G has no ver-
tices of degree two. Let S be a (G,Σ)-subdivision in (H,Γ). Then there exists
a (G,Σ)-subdivision S ′ related to S such that, for every clump B of S ′ bridges
on a segment Z, one of the following occurs:
(a) B is 2-separated from S ′.
(b) A unique vertex w of Z is a B-significant attachment of a stable S ′-
bridge, and every S ′-bridge in B is over w. Suppose (H,Γ) has been
resigned such that every edge of Z is even. There exist distinct vertices
y1, y2 such that y1, w, y2 are distinct and occur on Z in the order stated,
and there exist odd S ′-paths P1 and P2 in S ′-bridges of B such that, for
i = 1, 2, Pi has endpoints yi, w. Furthermore, for all B ∈ B, every
S ′-path P in B with w in the interior of shadow(P ) is odd, and every
S ′-path P in B with w /∈ shadow(P ) is even.
(c) Every S ′-bridge in B is over an attachment of a stable S ′-bridge. There
exist vertices x1, x2, x3, x4 that occur on Z in the order stated such that
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x2 6= x3, each of x1Zx2, x3Zx4 contains an attachment of each bridge in
B, and every attachment of B is in x1Zx2 ∪ x3Zx4. Every B-significant
attachment of any stable S ′-bridge is in x2Zx3, and x2Zx3 contains at
least one such attachment. Furthermore, (H,Γ) can be resigned such that
every edge of every S ′-bridge in B is even, any one edge of x2Zx3 is odd,
and every other edge of Z is even.
(d) A unique vertex w of Z is a B-significant attachment of a stable S ′-bridge,
and some S ′-bridge of B is not over w. Let C0 denote the set of all S ′-
bridges B in B such that B is over w. Let C1, ..., Ck denote the maximal
non-empty sets of S ′-bridges in B such that, for i = 1, ..., k, no member
of Ci is over w, and for every pair of S
′-bridges B, B′ ∈ Ci, there exists
a sequence B, B1, ..., Bj, B
′ of S ′-bridges in Ci such that consecutive
S ′-bridges in the sequence are crossing. Then B = C0 ∪ C1 ∪ ...Ck.
If G is a graph and X is a subset of V (G), then we use G[X] to denote
the graph G− (V (G)−X).
Let G and H be graphs where G has no vertices of degree two, and let S
be a G-subdivision in H. A separation (X, Y ) of H is called an S-separation
if the order of (X, Y ) is at most three, X − Y includes at most one branch-
vertex of S, and the graph H[X] does not have a planar embedding in a
disk with X ∩ Y drawn on the boundary of the disk. When we introduce
almost 4-connectivity for (H,Γ), we will be able to show that (H,Γ) does
not contain an S-separation.
Let (G,Σ) and (H,Γ) be signed graphs where G has no vertices of degree
two. We say that (H,Γ) contains a standard obstruction if there exists a
(G,Σ)-subdivision S in (H,Γ) with a weak disk system C such that (H,Γ)
contains an S-jump, an interrupted S-jump, a weakly free S-cross, or an
S-separation.
Now, using Lemma 2.1.1, we will prove a result that restricts the kinds of
unstable bridge cases that we will have to consider.
Lemma 2.1.2. Let (G,Σ) and (H,Γ) be signed graphs where G has no ver-
tices of degree two. Let S be (G,Σ)-subdivision in (H,Γ) with a weak disk
system C. Suppose that (H,Γ) does not contain a standard obstruction. Then
if S ′ is the (G,Σ)-subdivision guaranteed by Lemma 2.1.1, (H,Γ) does not
contain any crossing unstable S ′-bridges.
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Proof. Let S ′ be the subdivision guaranteed by Lemma 2.1.1. For a contra-
diction, we assume that there exist two crossing unstable bridges with all
their attachments on a segment Z of S ′. Let z1 and z2 be the endpoints
of Z. We consider a clump B on Z that contains at least two bridges. We
know that one of the outcomes of Lemma 2.1.1 holds. If any of (a), (b), or
(d) holds, then H contains an S ′-separation of order two or three. Thus (c)
holds.
Since outcome (c) of Lemma 2.1.1 holds, we may characterize the structure
of B as follows. Every S-bridge in B is over an attachment of a stable S ′-
bridge. There exist vertices x1, x2, x3, x4 that occur on Z in the order
stated such that x2 6= x3, each of x1Zx2, x3Zx4 contains an attachment of
each bridge in B, and every attachment of B is in x1Zx2 ∪ x3Zx4. Every B-
significant attachment of any stable S ′-bridge is in x2Zx3, and x2Zx3 contains
at least one such attachment. Furthermore, (H,Γ) can be resigned such that
every edge of every S ′-bridge in B is even, any one edge of x2Zx3 is odd, and
every other edge of Z is even. In addition, we may assume that x1, x2, x3,
x4 are chosen with |x1Zx2|+ |x3Zx4| minimum.
Suppose that z1 = x1 = x2. Then H contains an S
′-separation (X, Y ) with
X ∩ Y = {x1, x3, x4}. Thus we may assume that z1 6= x2 and z2 6= x3. If
there were only one attachment w of a stable bridge in x2Zx3, then (H,Γ)
would contain an S ′-separation (X, Y ) with X ∩Y = {x1, x4, w}. Thus there
exist vertex-disjoint paths P1, P2 with ends w1, v1 and w2, v2 respectively,
where w1, w2 ∈ V (x2Zx3). Since (H,Γ) does not contain an S ′-jump, v1,
v2 ∈ (V (C1)4V (C2)) where C1 and C2 are the two disks that contain Z. If
v1 ∈ V (C1) and v2 ∈ V (C2), then (H,Γ) contains an interrupted S ′-jump.
Thus we may assume that z1, z2 ∈ V (C1). If w2, w1, v2, v1 occur on C1
in that order, then (H,Γ) contains a weakly free S ′-cross since z1 6= x2 and
z2 6= x3. Thus we may assume that the vertices w1, w2, v2, v1 occur on C1
in that order.
Let B1, B2,..., Bn be the bridges in B, listed so that for each i > 1, Bi
crosses at least one bridge in the set {B1, B2, ..., Bi−1}. We may construct
this list as follows. Let any bridge in the clump be B1. For each i > 1, there
must exist a bridge B ∈ B not yet in the list that crosses a bridge in the set
{B1, B2, ..., Bi−1}; otherwise B would not be a clump. Let Bi = B. Thus we
can construct the required listing.
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We claim that there exist bridges Bi with attachments si, ti and Bj with
attachments sj, tj such that si, ti, sj, tj are all distinct, si and sj appear on
x1Zx2 in that order, and ti and tj appear on x3Zx4 in that order.
Suppose that B1 has at least two attachments in x1Zx2 and at least two
attachments in x3Zx4. Since B2 crosses B1, there must exist s1, t1, s2, t2
such that the claim holds. Thus, by symmetry, we may assume that B1 has
exactly one attachment u ∈ V (x1Zx2). If B2 has an attachment in x1Zx3
distinct from u, then the claim holds. Thus we may assume that B2 has
exactly one attachment u ∈ V (x1Zx2). Now suppose that for all k from 1
to i− 1, Bk has u as its only attachment in V (x1Zx2). Consider Bi. Let Bj
be a bridge in the set {B1, B2, ..., Bi−1} such that Bi crosses Bj. The only
attachment of Bj in V (x1Zx2) is u. If Bi has an attachment in V (x1Zx3)
distinct from u, then the claim holds. Thus we may assume that B2 has
exactly one attachment u ∈ V (x1Zx2). Thus x1 = x2 = u. But then (H,Γ)
contains an S ′-separation (X, Y ) with X∩Y = {u, x3, x4}. Therefore we may
assume that the claim holds. Thus there exist bridges Bi with attachments
si, ti and Bj with attachments sj, tj such that si, ti, sj, tj are all distinct,
si and sj appear on x1Zx2 in that order, and ti and tj appear on x3Zx4 in
that order.
Let Qi be a path from si to ti in Bi, and let Qj be a path from sj to tj in
Bj. By rerouting Z along Q1 and Q2, we obtain a subdivision S
′′ from S ′ in
which w2, w1, z2, z1 appear on a disk in that order, and thus P1, P2 form a
weakly free S ′′-cross, which is a contradiction.
2.2 Using the Unstable Bridge Lemma
We will now use Lemma 2.1.2 to narrow down the unstable bridge outcomes
to a single non-planar unstable bridge.
Let S be aG-subdivision inH with a weak disk system C = {C1, C2, ..., Ck}.
We say that C is locally planar in H if there exists a partition P1, P2, ..., Pk
of the S-bridges such that for each i from 1 to k there is a disk Ci where all
the bridges in Pi have all their attachments in Ci and Ci ∪ Pi has a planar
embedding with Ci bounding the infinite face.
The following lemma will deal with the case that the unstable S-bridges
are part of the obstruction to planarity.
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Lemma 2.2.1. Let (G,Σ) and (H,Γ) be signed graphs where G has no ver-
tices of degree two. Let S be a (G,Σ)-subdivision in (H,Γ) with a weak disk
system C. Let H¯ be obtained from H by deleting all unstable S-bridges. Sup-
pose C is locally planar in H¯ but is not locally planar in H. Suppose that
(H,Γ) does not contain a standard obstruction. Then there exists a (G,Σ)-
subdivision S ′ related to S and an S ′-umbrella.
Proof. Let S ′ be the (G,Σ)-subdivision such that one of the outcomes of
Lemma 2.1.1 holds. Suppose there does not exist an unstable S ′-bridge B
such that B is not S ′-planar. There are no crossing unstable S ′-bridges by
Lemma 2.1.2.
Let B1, B2, ..., Bn be the unstable S
′-bridges of H. Suppose that C is
locally planar in H¯ + Bi for each i. Thus C is locally planar in H¯ + B1.
Now suppose that C is locally planar in H¯ + B1 + B2 + ... + Bj for some
j. Since Bj+1 does not cross any bridge in {B1, B2, ..., Bj}, Bj+1 may be
added to H¯ + B1 + B2 + ... + Bj in a planar way, and thus C is locally
planar in H¯ + B1 + B2 + ... + Bj+1. By induction, C is locally planar in H,
which contradicts the hypothesis of the lemma. Therefore there must exist
an unstable S ′-bridge B such that C is not locally planar in H¯ +B.
Let Z be the segment that contains all the attachments of B. We may
assume that (H,Γ) has been resigned so that every edge of Z is even. Let
x and y be the attachments of B such that |xZy| is maximum. Then there
exists an S-path Q in B with endpoints x and y. Let C1 and C2 be the
disks that contain Z. There must exist an S-path P1 with endpoints w1
in the interior of xZy and z1 ∈ V (C1 − Z); otherwise H¯ + B has a planar
embedding with B drawn inside C1. There must exist an S-path P2 with
endpoints w2 in the interior of xZy and z2 ∈ V (C2 − Z); otherwise H¯ + B
has a planar embedding with B drawn inside C2. If Q is even, then we may
reroute Z along Q to obtain a (G,Σ)-subdivision S ′′ and an S ′′ jump. If Q is
odd, then (H,Γ) contains an interrupted S ′-jump. Therefore we may assume
that there exists an unstable S ′-bridge B such that B is not S ′-planar.
Since there do not exist crossing unstable S ′-bridges, there exists a clump
B that contains only B. We apply Lemma 2.1.1 to B. One of the outcomes
from that lemma must hold. If any of (a), (b), or (d) holds, then (H,Γ)
contains an S ′-separation of order two or three. Thus (c) holds.
Since outcome (c) of Lemma 2.1.1 holds, we may characterize the structure
of B as follows. B is over an attachment of a stable S ′-bridge. There exist
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vertices x1, x2, x3, x4 that occur on Z in the order stated such that x2 6= x3,
each of x1Zx2, x3Zx4 contains an attachment of B, and every attachment of
B is in x1Zx2∪x3Zx4. Every B-significant attachment of any stable S ′-bridge
is in x2Zx3, and x2Zx3 contains at least one such attachment. Furthermore,
(H,Γ) can be resigned such that every edge of B is even, any one edge of
x2Zx3 is odd, and every other edge of Z is even. In addition, we may assume
that x1, x2, x3, x4 are chosen with |x1Zx2|+ |x3Zx4| minimum.
If either x1 = x2 or x3 = x4, then there exists an S
′-separation of or-
der three. Thus B has distinct attachments x1, x2, x3, x4. If there were
only one attachment w of a stable bridge in x2Zx3, then (H,Γ) would con-
tain an S-separation (X, Y ) with X ∩ Y = {x1, x4, w}. Thus there exist
vertex-disjoint paths P1, P2 with ends w1, z1 and w2, z2 respectively, where
w1, w2 ∈ V (x2Zx3). Since (H,Γ) does not contain an S ′-jump, z1, z2 ∈
(V (C1)4V (C2)) where C1 and C2 are the two disks that contain Z. If
z1 ∈ V (C1) and z2 ∈ V (C2), then (H,Γ) contains an interrupted S ′-jump.
Thus we may assume that z1, z2 ∈ V (C1). Therefore B, P1, P2 is an S ′-
umbrella.





In this chapter we will introduce and prove a theorem which will serve as our
starting point for proving the main theorem in Chapter 4.
3.1 Introducing the Intermediate Theorem
Let G and H be graphs where G has no vertices of deegree two, and let S
be a G-subdivision in H with a weak disk system C. Let x1, x2, x3 ∈ V (S),
let x ∈ V (H) − V (S), and let R1, R2, R3 be three paths in H such that Ri
has ends x and xi, they are pairwise vertex-disjoint except for x, and each is
vertex-disjoint from V (S) − {x1, x2, x3}. Assume further that for each pair
xi, xj there exists a disk Cij containing both xi and xj, but no disk contains
all of x1, x2, x3. In those circumstances we say that the triple R1, R2, R3 is
an S-triad. The vertices x1, x2, x3 are its feet.
A subgraph J of S is a detached K4-subdivision if J is isomorphic to a
subdivision of K4, every segment of J is a segment of S, and each of the four
cycles of J consisting of precisely three segments is a disk.
The goal of this chapter is to prove the following theorem, which is an
analogue of (4.2) in [3]:
Theorem 3.1.1. Let (G,Σ) and (H,Γ) be signed graphs where G has no
vertices of degree two. Let S be a (G,Σ)-subdivision in (H,Γ) with a weak
disk system C. Then (H,Γ) has a (G,Σ)-subdivision S ′ obtained from S by
repeated reroutings such that S ′ and the weak disk system C ′ in S ′ induced by
C satisfy one of the following conditions:
(i) there exists an S ′-jump,
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Figure 3.1: An S-triad
(ii) there exists a weakly free S ′-cross,
(iii) there exists an S ′-separation,
(iv) there exists an S ′-triad,
(v) S ′ has a detached K4-subdivision J , and H has an S ′-bridge B such
that the attachments of B are precisely the branch-vertices of J ,
(vi) there exists an S ′-umbrella,
(vii) there exists an interrupted S ′-jump, or
(viii) the weak disk system C ′ is locally planar in H.
In Chapter 4 we will improve the above theorem.
We will need the following lemma, stated as (3.2) in [3]:
Lemma 3.1.2. Let G be a graph, and let C be a cycle in G. Then one of
the following conditions holds:
(i) the graph G has a planar embedding in which C bounds a face,
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(ii) there exists a separation (A,B) of G of order at most three such that
V (C) ⊆ A and G[B] does not have a drawing in a disk with the vertices
in A ∩B drawn on the boundary of the disk,
(iii) there exist two vertex-disjoint paths in G with ends s1, t1 ∈ V (C) and
s2, t2 ∈ V (C), respectively, and otherwise vertex-disjoint from C such
that the vertices s1, s2, t1, t2 occur on C in the order listed.
We will also need this lemma, stated as (4.1) in [3]:
Lemma 3.1.3. Let G be a graph with no vertices of degree two, let S be
a G-subdivision in a graph H, let C be a weak disk system in S, and let B
be an S-bridge with at least two attachments such that no disk includes all
attachments of B. Then one of the following conditions holds:
(i) there exists an S-jump,
(ii) there exists an S-triad, or
(iii) S has a detached K4-subdivision J such that the attachments of B are
precisely the branch-vertices of J .
3.2 S-tripods and S-leaps
Lemma 3.2.1. Let (G,Σ) and (H,Γ) be signed graphs where G has no ver-
tices of degree two. Let S be a (G,Σ)-subdivision in (H,Γ) with a weak disk
system C such that none of outcomes (i), (iv), or (v) of Theorem 3.1.1 hold
for S. Then for every stable S-bridge B of H there exists a unique disk C ∈ C
such that V (C) contains all attachments of B.
Proof. Since B is a stable S-bridge, then by Lemma 3.1.3, there exists a
disk C that includes all attachments of B, or else one of (i), (iv), or (v) of
Theorem 3.1.1 holds. Since B is stable, no one segment of C contains all the
attachments of B. Because two disks do not share more than one segment,
C is unique.
Let (G,Σ) and (H,Γ) be signed graphs. Let S be a (G,Σ)-subdivision
in (H,Γ) with weak disk system C, and suppose none of outcomes (i)-(v) of
Theorem 3.1.1 holds for S. For every disk C of C, let HC be the union of C
and all stable S-bridges B having all attachments in C. By Lemma 3.2.1,
HC is well-defined. The definition of HC depends on the choice of S and C,
but these will always be clear from context, and so they will not be included
in the notation of HC .
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Let Z be a segment of S with ends z and w, and let C be a disk of C that
contains Z. Let P1, P2 be two vertex-disjoint S-paths in H with ends x1, y1
and x2, y2, respectively, such that z, x1, x2, y1, w occur on Z in the order
listed, and y2 ∈ V (C−Z). Let P3 be a path vertex-disjoint from V (S)−{y2}
with one end x3 ∈ V (P1) and the other y3 ∈ V (P2) and otherwise vertex-
disjoint from P1 ∪ P2. We say that the triple P1, P2, P3 is an S-tripod in C
based at Z, and that x1, y1, x2, y2 are its feet. We say that zZx1, y1Zw and
y3P2y2 are the legs of the tripod.
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Figure 3.2: An S-tripod
Let Z1, Z2 be distinct segments of S with a common end v such that they
are both subgraphs of a disk C ∈ C, and, for i = 1, 2, let vi be the other end
of Zi. Let P1, P2, P3 be paths such that
• the ends of Pi are xi and yi,
• v1, x1, x3, v, y3, y1, v2 appear on Z1 ∪ Z2 in the order listed, where v1
and x1 may coincide and v2 and y1 may coincide, but all other pairs
are distinct,
• x2 is an internal vertex of P1 and y2 = v,
• the paths P1, P2, P3 share no internal vertices with each other or with
S.
In those circumstances we say that P1, P2, P3 is an S-leap based at Z1 and
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Figure 3.3: An S-leap
Lemma 3.2.2. Let (G,Σ) and (H,Γ) be signed graphs where G has no ver-
tices of degree two. Let S be a (G,Σ)-subdivision in (H,Γ) with a weak disk
system C, and suppose none of outcomes (i)-(v) of Theorem 3.1.1 hold for
any (G,Σ)-subdivision S ′ related to S. Let H¯ be the graph obtained from H
by deleting the unstable S-bridges, and suppose for some disk C of C, H¯C
does not have a planar embedding with C bounding the infinite face. Then
(H,Γ) contains an S-tripod or an S-leap.
Proof. We apply Lemma 3.1.2 to H and C. Because H does not have a
planar embedding in which C bounds a face, outcome (i) of Lemma 3.1.2
does not hold. Since outcome (iii) of Theorem 3.1.1 does not hold, outcome
(ii) of Lemma 3.1.2 does not hold. Thus outcome (iii) of Lemma 3.1.2 holds,
and thus there exists an S-cross P1, P2 in C. For i = 1, 2, let xi, yi be the
ends of Pi, and let Bi be the S-bridge that contains Pi. We may assume
that there is a segment Z of S such that x1, x2, y1 ∈ V (Z); otherwise P1, P2
is a weakly free S-cross, and outcome (ii) of Theorem 3.1.1 holds. Suppose
y2 ∈ V (Z). By the definition of H¯, B1 and B2 are both stable S-bridges.
It follows that there exists a path P from P1 ∪ P2 to C − V (Z), where P is
internally vertex-disjoint from both P1∪P2 and S. Then P1∪P2∪P contains
an S-cross with at least one foot in V (C−Z). So we may assume y2 /∈ V (Z).
If B1 = B2, then there exists a path P3 with one end x3 in the interior of
P1 and the other end y3 in the interior of P2, internally vertex-disjoint from
P1, P2 and S. So P1, P2, P3 is an S-tripod. Now suppose B1 6= B2. Since
B1 is a stable S-bridge, there exists a path P3 in B1 with one end x3 in the
interior of P1 and the other end y3 ∈ V (C)− V (Z). If y3 = y2, then P1, P2,
P3 is an S-tripod. If y3 6= y2, either P1 ∪P2 ∪P3 contains a weakly free cross
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or either x1, y2, y3 or y1, y2, y3 occur on some segment Z
′ of S in that order.
By symmetry we may assume that y1, y2, y3 occur on Z
′ in that order. Then
y1 is an endpoint of both Z and Z
′. Thus x1P1x3 ∪ P3, y1P1x3, P2 forms an
S-leap.
In [1], the graph G is allowed to have parallel edges. The disk system
axioms are modified to allow for a trivial disk, which is a disk bordered by
the two segments corresponding to a pair of parallel edges in G. Another
outcome called an S-passage comes from the introduction of trivial disks.
The results from [1] that we will quote originally included S-passages, but if
G is simple, then C contains no trivial disks. Thus S-passages do not occur.
The following two results are from [1], adapted here to the case that G has
no parallel edges.
Lemma 3.2.3. Let (G,Σ) and (H,Γ) be signed graphs where G has no ver-
tices of degree two. Let S be a (G,Σ)-subdivision with a weak disk system C,
and suppose none of outcomes (i)-(v) of Theorem 3.1.1 hold for any (G,Σ)-
subdivision S ′ related to S. If there exists an S-leap, then there exists an
interrupted S-jump.
Lemma 3.2.4. Let (G,Σ) and (H,Γ) be signed graphs where G has no ver-
tices of degree two. Let S be a (G,Σ)-subdivision in (H,Γ) with a weak disk
system C. Suppose none of outcomes (i)-(v) of Theorem 3.1.1 hold for any
(G,Σ)-subdivision S ′ related to S. If there exists an S-tripod, then for some
(G,Σ)-subdivision S ′ related to S there exists an interrupted S ′-jump.
We now proceed to prove Theorem 3.1.1.
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that none of the outcomes of Theorem
3.1.1 hold. Thus C is not locally planar in H. Let H¯ be the graph obtained
from H by deleting all the unstable S-bridges. If C is locally planar in H¯,
then by Lemma 2.2.1 there exists an S-umbrella, and so (vi) holds. Thus we
may assume that C is not locally planar in H¯.
By Lemma 3.2.1, for every stable bridge B, there exists a disk C such that
C includes all the attachments of B. Since C is not locally planar in H¯,
there exists a disk C such that H¯C does not have a planar embedding with
C bounding the infinite face. By Lemma 3.2.2, there exists an S-tripod or
an S-leap.
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Suppose there exists an S-tripod. By Lemma 3.2.4, there exists a (G,Σ)-
subdivision S ′ related to S and an interrupted S ′-jump. Suppose there exists
an S-leap. By Lemma 3.2.3, there exists a (G,Σ)-subdivision S ′ related to




Our goal in this chapter is to improve outcome (ii) of Theorem 3.1.1 and
eliminate outcome (iv). If G and H are almost 4-connected, then neither of
these outcomes is minimal. Adding either a weakly free cross or a triad to
an almost 4-connected graph causes the new graph to contain a separation
of order three. Therefore we will be able to further specify the structure of
a cross and show that the triad outcome is not necessary.
4.1 Minimality
To improve outcomes (ii) and (iv) of Theorem 3.1.1, we will need to use the
minimality of the non-planar extensions. Using rerouting, Norin and Thomas
were able to prove their result without making full use of minimality. But in
the case of signed graphs, the limited possibilities for rerouting require us to
make greater use of a minimality argument.
Let G and H be graphs, and let S be a G-subdivision in H. Suppose that
G is planar and that H is non-planar. Suppose that H does not contain an
S-separation. Then there exists a subgraph H ′ of H such that H contains a
G-subdivision S ′, H ′ is non-planar, and H ′ does not contain an S ′-separation.
We may assume that H ′ is chosen with a minimal number of edges.
In the proofs of several lemmas in this chapter, we will assume that H is a
minimal counterexample to the lemma. We use “minimal counterexample”
to mean a counterexample having the fewest edges. Then we will show that
there exist edges of H that can be deleted so that the resulting graph is
also a counterexample to the lemma. If we can do that, then we arrive at a
contradiction. The goal is a theorem with a list of outcomes in which each
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outcome prevents H from being planar, does not cause an S-separation in
H, and uses a minimal number of edges.
4.2 Augmenting sequences
We will now introduce the concept of augmenting sequences. An augmenting
sequence is a sequence of paths that is needed to preserve a given level of
connectivity. For example, adding a weakly free cross to a G-subdivision S
introduces an S-separation (X, Y ), so we know that H must contain a path
with one end in X −Y and the other end in Y −X. But if adding that path
causes another S-separation, then we must add another path. The process
continues until the resulting graph does not contain an S-separation.
Let G be a graph. Let X and Y be disjoint subsets of V (G). Suppose that
there are k vertex-disjoint XY -paths P1, P2,..., Pk where the endpoints of Pi
are xi ∈ X and yi ∈ Y . Let Q1, Q2,..., Qm be internally vertex-disjoint paths
in G. Let f : [1,m − 1] → [1, k] be a function. Suppose that the following
conditions hold:
• Qi has ends si and ti,
• s1 ∈ X − {x1, x2, ..., xk},
• for i < m, ti ∈ V (Pf(i)),
• for i > 1, si ∈ V (xf(i−1)Pf(i−1)ti−1 − {ti−1}),
• for all i, j, Qi and Pj are internally vertex-disjoint.
In these circumstances, we say that Q1, Q2,..., Qm is a partial augmenting
sequence. If tm ∈ Y − {y1, y2, ..., yk}, then the partial augmenting sequence
is an augmenting sequence from X to Y . The vertices s1 and tm are the
endpoints of the sequence.
The function f describes which Pj contains the endpoint ti of Qi. In Figure
4.1 below, f(1) = 1, f(2) = 3, f(3) = 2, and f(4) = 1.
Let Q1, Q2,..., Qm be an augmenting sequence from X to Y . Suppose that
for each i from 1 to m− 1, xf(i)Pf(i)ti does not contain sj for any j > i+ 1.
We call such an augmenting sequence basic.
Lemma 4.2.1. If there exists an augmenting sequence from X to Y , then
there exists a basic augmenting sequence with the same endpoints.
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Q3
<latexit sha1_base64="By2YKBdfBR4uM0/ejF6al KSETZc=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewaRb0FvHhM0DwgWcLspDcZMju7zMwKIeQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGdzO/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlh3qv0iuW3LI7B1klXkZKkKHWK351+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT40+oMpwJn Ba6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPU/mR+6pScWaVPwljZkobM1d8TExppPY4C2xlRM9TL3kz8z+ukJrzxJ1wmqUHJFovCVB ATk9nfpM8VMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2/vEqaF2WvUr6qX5aqt1kceTiBUzgHD66hCvdQgwYwGMAzvMK bI5wX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwB0s6NeQ==</latexit>
Q4
<latexit sha1_base64="+HDfPuvtOQZYLRloZIsqq iGoe0Y=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexqRL0FvHhM0DwgWcLspDcZMju7zMwKIeQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGdzO/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlh3qv0iuW3LI7B1klXkZKkKHWK351+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT40+oMpwJn Ba6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPU/mR+6pScWaVPwljZkobM1d8TExppPY4C2xlRM9TL3kz8z+ukJrzxJ1wmqUHJFovCVB ATk9nfpM8VMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2/vEqaF2XvsnxVr5Sqt1kceTiBUzgHD66hCvdQgwYwGMAzvMK bI5wX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwB1FKNeg==</latexit> Q5
<latexit sha1_base64="a6Sa/Yfwkx5qFzFQVniLc 7eazos=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyqQb0FvHhM0DwgWcLspDcZMju7zMwKIeQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGdzO/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlh3qv0iuW3LI7B1klXkZKkKHWK351+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT40+oMpwJn Ba6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPU/mR+6pScWaVPwljZkobM1d8TExppPY4C2xlRM9TL3kz8z+ukJrzxJ1wmqUHJFovCVB ATk9nfpM8VMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2/vEqaF2XvslypX5Wqt1kceTiBUzgHD66hCvdQgwYwGMAzvMK bI5wX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwB1daNew==</latexit>
P1<latexit sha1_base64="kX7WIlqVDa+POWtwJSlkd Y9iUQQ=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmaFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGt1O/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlh3rP65UrbtWdgSwTLycVyFHvlb+6/ZilEUrDBNW647mJ8TOqDGcCJ 6VuqjGhbEQH2LFU0gi1n81OnZATq/RJGCtb0pCZ+nsio5HW4yiwnRE1Q73oTcX/vE5qwms/4zJJDUo2XxSmgp iYTP8mfa6QGTG2hDLF7a2EDamizNh0SjYEb/HlZdI8q3rn1cv7i0rtJo+jCEdwDKfgwRXU4A7q0AAGA3iGV3h zhPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz/OQI12</latexit>
P2<latexit sha1_base64="bmoyjd6NTKcsK59i33EVu +Bf0f0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KklV1FvBi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI 3gpGt1O/9cS1EbF6xHHC/YgOlAgFo2ilh3qv2iuV3Yo7A1kmXk7KkKPeK311+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJJ 8VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx26oScWqVPwljbUkhm6u+JjEbGjKPAdkYUh2bRm4r/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSs2XxSmkm BMpn+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjadog3BW3x5mTSrFe+8cnl/Ua7d5HEU4BhO4Aw8uIIa3EEdGsBgAM/wCm+ OdF6cd+dj3rri5DNH8AfO5w/PxI13</latexit>
P3
<latexit sha1_base64="JPoFskO/fVm6IyAvyPkOY nuuIQs=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2MpsMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA 8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7kd0oEQoGEUrPdR7571yxa26M5Bl4uWkAjnqvfJXtx+zNOIKmaTGdDw3QT+jGgWTf FLqpoYnlI3ogHcsVTTixs9mp07IiVX6JIy1LYVkpv6eyGhkzDgKbGdEcWgWvan4n9dJMbz2M6GSFLli80VhKg nGZPo36QvNGcqxJZRpYW8lbEg1ZWjTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOqdVy/vLyq1mzyOIhzBMZyCB1dQgzuoQwMYDOAZXuH Nkc6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4A0UiNeA==</latexit>
Figure 4.1: An example of a basic augmenting sequence from X to Y
x1
<latexit sha1_base64=" YDPd7etJ/kiMF7FxF/ajyf3xLBw=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF20p sMmZ1dZmbFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQaMFDUVVN91dQ SK4Nq775RSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u5eU8epYthgsYh VO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWj66nfekCleSzvzThBP6 IDyUPOqLHS3WPP65UrbtWdgfwlXk4qkKPeK392+zFL I5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ETkrdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5 udOiFHVumTMFa2pCEz9edERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/e Z3UhJd+xmWSGpRsvihMBTExmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21s JG1JFmbHplGwI3uLLf0nzpOqdVs9vzyq1qzyOIhzAI RyDBxdQgxuoQwMYDOAJXuDVEc6z8+a8z1sLTj6zD7/g fHwDCz+Nng==</latexit>
x2
<latexit sha1_base64=" w8midvcCIhjhAb1rgDAV7FZmri0=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGRb0FvHiMaB6QLGF20k mGzM4uM7NiWPIJXjwo4tUv8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQ Sy4Nq777eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BQ0eJYlhnkYh UK6AaBZdYN9wIbMUKaRgIbAajm6nffESleSQfzDhGP6 QDyfucUWOl+6dupVssuWV3BrJMvIyUIEOtW/zq9CKW hCgNE1TrtufGxk+pMpwJnBQ6icaYshEdYNtSSUPUfj o7dUJOrNIj/UjZkobM1N8TKQ21HoeB7QypGepFbyr+5 7UT07/yUy7jxKBk80X9RBATkenfpMcVMiPGllCmuL2 VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2+vEwalbJ3Vr64Oy9Vr7M48nAEx 3AKHlxCFW6hBnVgMIBneIU3RzgvzrvzMW/NOdnMIfyB 8/kDDMONnw==</latexit>
y1
<latexit sha1_base64="tZ2dHBIwALnm3RePiqDuO zcXCao=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2MpsMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA 8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7kd0oEQoGEUrPYx7Xq9ccavuDGSZeDmpQI56r/zV7ccsjbhCJqkxHc9N0M+oRsEkn 5S6qeEJZSM64B1LFY248bPZqRNyYpU+CWNtSyGZqb8nMhoZM44C2xlRHJpFbyr+53VSDK/9TKgkRa7YfFGYSo Ixmf5N+kJzhnJsCWVa2FsJG1JNGdp0SjYEb/HlZdI8q3rn1cv7i0rtJo+jCEdwDKfgwRXU4A7q0AAGA3iGV3h zpPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz8MxY2f</latexit>
y2
<latexit sha1_base64="16vf9NP2APvQhkG3QGtzP Gnssx0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KklV1FvBi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI 3gpGt1O/9cS1EbF6xHHC/YgOlAgFo2ilh3Gv2iuV3Yo7A1kmXk7KkKPeK311+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJJ 8VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx26oScWqVPwljbUkhm6u+JjEbGjKPAdkYUh2bRm4r/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSs2XxSmkm BMpn+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjadog3BW3x5mTSrFe+8cnl/Ua7d5HEU4BhO4Aw8uIIa3EEdGsBgAM/wCm+ OdF6cd+dj3rri5DNH8AfO5w8OSY2g</latexit>
s1
<latexit sha1_base64=" USokpB201GIKSVoXcGnGbVnYjLI=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2Mp sMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7g kQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhn rdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7k d0oEQoGEUrPZie1ytX3Ko7A1kmXk4qkKPeK391+zFL I66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJJ6VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/G x26oScWKVPwljbUkhm6u+JjEbGjKPAdkYUh2bRm4r/e Z0Uw2s/EypJkSs2XxSmkmBMpn+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lb ChlRThjadkg3BW3x5mTTPqt559fL+olK7yeMowhEcw yl4cAU1uIM6NIDBAJ7hFd4c6bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO 5w8DoY2Z</latexit>
s2
<latexit sha1_base64="o6fvMNXI0vyvCMxmrEZLr s9XBac=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KklV1FvBi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUC W8Hoduq3nlBpHstHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqz0oHvVXqnsVtwZyDLxclKGHPVe6avbj1kaoTRMUK07npsYP6PKcCZwU uymGhPKRnSAHUsljVD72ezUCTm1Sp+EsbIlDZmpvycyGmk9jgLbGVEz1IveVPzP66QmvPYzLpPUoGTzRWEqiI nJ9G/S5wqZEWNLKFPc3krYkCrKjE2naEPwFl9eJs1qxTuvXN5flGs3eRwFOIYTOAMPrqAGd1CHBjAYwDO8wps jnBfn3fmYt644+cwR/IHz+QMFJY2a</latexit>
s3
<latexit sha1_base64=" VzygYXu/xpuiH1VjDYKIH6SGS3I=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF20p sMmZ1dZmaFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7g kRwbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo5TxbDBYhG rdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ2ApGt1O/9YRK81g+mnGCfk QHkoecUWOlB90775UrbtWdgSwTLycVyFHvlb+6/Zil EUrDBNW647mJ8TOqDGcCJ6VuqjGhbEQH2LFU0gi1n8 1OnZATq/RJGCtb0pCZ+nsio5HW4yiwnRE1Q73oTcX/v E5qwms/4zJJDUo2XxSmgpiYTP8mfa6QGTG2hDLF7a2 EDamizNh0SjYEb/HlZdI8q3rn1cv7i0rtJo+jCEdwD KfgwRXU4A7q0AAGA3iGV3hzhPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84 nz8GqY2b</latexit>
s4
<latexit sha1_base64="WgdUnsRKzRFZsFuzbRb4P Nn2zMk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0ot4KXjxWtB/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aCIV3+R N/+N2zYHrT4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+OYWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQ vB2Mb2Z++5FrI2L1gJOE+xEdKhEKRtFK96Zf65crbtWdg/wlXk4qkKPRL3/2BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp 6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScWGVAwljbUkjm6s+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uwys/EypJkSu2WBSmkm BMZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW375L2mdVb3z6sVdrVK/zuMowhEcwyl4cAl1uIUGNIHBEJ7gBV4 d6Tw7b877orXg5DOH8AvOxzcILY2c</latexit>
t1
<latexit sha1_base64="94R0LjTNAWOCFeZsMXCtE lQlF34=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2MpsMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA 8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7kd0oEQoGEUrPWDP65UrbtWdgSwTLycVyFHvlb+6/ZilEVfIJDWm47kJ+hnVKJjkk 1I3NTyhbEQHvGOpohE3fjY7dUJOrNInYaxtKSQz9fdERiNjxlFgOyOKQ7PoTcX/vE6K4bWfCZWkyBWbLwpTST Am079JX2jOUI4toUwLeythQ6opQ5tOyYbgLb68TJpnVe+8enl/Uand5HEU4QiO4RQ8uIIa3EEdGsBgAM/wCm+ OdF6cd+dj3lpw8plD+APn8wcFJ42a</latexit>
t2
<latexit sha1_base64="MzyB3sd3Tj3CrY6c18Dqc bXBF/A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KklV1FvBi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI 3gpGt1O/9cS1EbF6xHHC/YgOlAgFo2ilB+xVe6WyW3FnIMvEy0kZctR7pa9uP2ZpxBUySY3peG6CfkY1Cib5p NhNDU8oG9EB71iqaMSNn81OnZBTq/RJGGtbCslM/T2R0ciYcRTYzoji0Cx6U/E/r5NieO1nQiUpcsXmi8JUEo zJ9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTtCF4iy8vk2a14p1XLu8vyrWbPI4CHMMJnIEHV1CDO6hDAxgM4Ble4c2 Rzovz7nzMW1ecfOYI/sD5/AEGq42b</latexit>
t3
<latexit sha1_base64=" YtGwHz7al9if7Tvxm1iPBihI2xY=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHiMaB6QLGF2Mp sMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7g kQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhn rdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA8lYwup36rSeujYjVI44T7k d0oEQoGEUrPWDvvFeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOW Rlwhk9SYjucm6GdUo2CST0rd1PCEshEd8I6likbc+N ns1Ak5sUqfhLG2pZDM1N8TGY2MGUeB7YwoDs2iNxX/8 zophtd+JlSSIldsvihMJcGYTP8mfaE5Qzm2hDIt7K2 EDammDG06JRuCt/jyMmmeVb3z6uX9RaV2k8dRhCM4h lPw4ApqcAd1aACDATzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvByWcO4Q+c zx8IL42c</latexit>
t4
<latexit sha1_base64="CX8IWoCDvua1b6chZpjAW l1JkyE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0ot4KXjxWtB/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aCIV3+R N/+N2zYHrT4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+OYWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQ vB2Mb2Z++5FrI2L1gJOE+xEdKhEKRtFK99iv9csVt+rOQf4SLycVyNHolz97g5ilEVfIJDWm67kJ+hnVKJjk0 1IvNTyhbEyHvGupohE3fjY/dUpOrDIgYaxtKSRz9edERiNjJlFgOyOKI7PszcT/vG6K4ZWfCZWkyBVbLApTST Ams7/JQGjOUE4soUwLeythI6opQ5tOyYbgLb/8l7TOqt559eKuVqlf53EU4QiO4RQ8uIQ63EIDmsBgCE/wAq+ OdJ6dN+d90Vpw8plD+AXn4xsJs42d</latexit>Q1
<latexit sha1_base64=" UV3Q/vmHsoQF2VOF4xaBpNZP8ao=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FvHhM0DwgWcLsZD YZMju7zPQKYcknePGgiFe/yJt/4yTZg0YLGoqqbrq7g kQKg6775RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5By8SpZrzJYhn rTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA8nYwvp357UeujYjVA04S7k d0qEQoGEUr3Tf6Xr9ccavuHOQv8XJSgRz1fvmzN4hZ GnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42 fzU6fkxCoDEsbalkIyV39OZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z +umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvubDITmDOXEEsq0sLc SNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLf0nrrOqdVy8bF5XaTR5HEY7gG E7BgyuowR3UoQkMhvAEL/DqSOfZeXPeF60FJ585hF9w Pr4Bz8aNdw==</latexit>
Q2
<latexit sha1_base64="mxaaj3gt4z28PlpRV0aaP RoNROE=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGRb0FvHhM0DwgWcLspDcZMju7zMwKIeQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGdzO/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlh3qv0iuW3LI7B1klXkZKkKHWK351+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT40+oMpwJn Ba6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPU/mR+6pScWaVPwljZkobM1d8TExppPY4C2xlRM9TL3kz8z+ukJrzxJ1wmqUHJFovCVB ATk9nfpM8VMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2/vEqalbJ3Ub6qX5aqt1kceTiBUzgHD66hCvdQgwYwGMAzvMK bI5wX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwB0UqNeA==</latexit>
Q3
<latexit sha1_base64="By2YKBdfBR4uM0/ejF6al KSETZc=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewaRb0FvHhM0DwgWcLspDcZMju7zMwKIeQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGdzO/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlh3qv0iuW3LI7B1klXkZKkKHWK351+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT40+oMpwJn Ba6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPU/mR+6pScWaVPwljZkobM1d8TExppPY4C2xlRM9TL3kz8z+ukJrzxJ1wmqUHJFovCVB ATk9nfpM8VMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2/vEqaF2WvUr6qX5aqt1kceTiBUzgHD66hCvdQgwYwGMAzvMK bI5wX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwB0s6NeQ==</latexit>
Q4
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Figure 4.2: An augmenting sequence that is not basic
Proof. We choose the augmenting sequence Q1, Q2,..., Qm from X to Y such
that m is minimum. Suppose that the augmenting sequence is not basic.
Thus there exist i and j such that j > i + 1 and xf(i)Pf(i)ti contains sj.
Then Q1, Q2,..., Qi, Qj+1,..., Qm is a shorter augmenting sequence from X
to Y , which contradicts our choice of sequence. Therefore there exists a basic
augmenting sequence with endpoints s1 and tm.
Lemma 4.2.2. Let G = (V,E) be a graph. Let X and Y be disjoint subsets
of V . Suppose that there are k vertex-disjoint XY -paths. Then there exist
k + 1 XY -paths if and only if there exists an augmenting sequence from X
to Y .
Proof. Suppose that there exists an augmenting sequence Q1, Q2,..., Qm from
X to Y . By Lemma 4.2.1, we may assume that the augmenting sequence is
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basic. Let Z be the set of interior vertices of the paths tiPf(i)si+1 for i < m.
Let G′ be the graph (P1 ∪ P2 ∪ ... ∪ Pk ∪ Q1 ∪ Q2 ∪ ... ∪ Qm) − Z. Let v
be a vertex in G′. If v has degree 2 in G, then it also has degree 2 in G′.
Note that v ∈ {s1, x1, x2, ..., xk, tm, y1, y2, ..., yk} if and only if v has degree 1
in G′. If v has degree 3 in G, then v is the endpoint of Qi for exactly one i
and v /∈ {s1, tm}, and thus v has degree 2 in G′. If v has degree 4 in G, then
v = si = tj for some i 6= j, and thus v has degree 2 in G′. Since the sequence
Q1, Q2, ..., Qm is basic, v cannot have degree greater than 4. Therefore all
the vertices of G′ have degree 2 in G′ except for s1, x1, x2,..., xk, tm, y1, y2,...,
yk which have degree 1. Thus there are k+ 1 vertex-disjoint XY -paths in G.
Now suppose that there is no augmenting sequence from X to Y . Let U
be the set of all vertices u such that there is a partial augmenting sequence
ending with u or u ∈ xiPiw and there is a partial augmenting sequence ending
with w. Let S = X ∪ U . Let T = V − S. Since there is no augmenting
sequence, S ∩ Y ⊆ {y1, y2, ..., yk}. For each i from 1 to k, let zi ∈ S be
the vertex in Pi such that the length of ziPiyi is minimal. We claim that
{z1, z2, ..., z3} is a k-vertex cut separating S−{z1, z2, ..., z3} and T . Suppose
that there exists a path R with ends r1 ∈ S − {z1, z2, ..., z3} and r2 ∈ T .
First suppose that r1 ∈ Pi for some i. Since zi ∈ S , there is a partial
augmenting sequence ending with zi. Now we add R to the sequence, which
results in a partial augmenting sequence ending with r2. Now if there does
not exist i such that r1 ∈ Pi, then r1 ∈ X − {x1, x2, ..., xk}. Thus R is
a partial augmenting sequence ending with r2. Therefore r2 ∈ S, which is
a contradiction. Therefore {z1, z2, ..., z3} is a k-vertex cut separating S −
{z1, z2, ..., z3} and T . Since X ⊆ S and Y − {z1, z2, ..., zk} ⊆ T , there do not
exist k + 1 vertex-disjoint XY -paths.
4.3 Weakly Free Crosses
In this section, we improve outcome (ii) of Theorem 3.1.1. We will show
that either a weakly free cross is free or else the augmenting sequence that
extends the cross can be defined as one of several types.
The proofs proceed differently depending on whether the weakly free cross
is centred at a vertex of degree three or degree four and whether the paths
that cross are odd or even. We will begin with a preliminary lemma that
deals with the case that the cross is centred at a vertex of degree three and
one of the crossing paths is even.
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Figure 4.3: A weakly free S-cross
Lemma 4.3.1. Let (G,Σ) and (H,Γ) be signed graphs where G has no ver-
tices of degree two. Let S be a (G,Σ)-subdivision in (H,Γ) with a weak disk
system C, let C ∈ C, let v ∈ V (C) have degree in S exactly three, and let P1,
P2 be a weakly free S-cross in C centred at v. Then either P1 and P2 are both
odd or there exists a (G,Σ)-subdivision S ′ obtained from S by one rerouting
and an S ′-triad.
Proof. If P1 and P2 are both odd, then the lemma holds. By symmetry, we
may assume that P2 is even. For i = 1, 2 let xi, yi be the ends of Pi, and
let P1, P2 be based at Z1 and Z2. Let Z3 be the third segment of S incident
with v, and for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, let vi be the other end of Zi. Then we may
assume that x1, x2, v ∈ V (Z1) occur on Z1 in the order listed; then y2, y1,
v ∈ V (Z2) occur on Z2 in the order listed. We may assume that (H,Γ) has
been resigned so that every edge of Z1 ∪ Z2 is even. Let S ′ be the (G,Σ)-
subdivision obtained from S by replacing vZ2y2 by P2. The segments of S
′
that correspond to Z1, Z2, and Z3 are Z
′
1 = x2Z1v1, Z
′
2 = P2 ∪ y2Z2v2, and
Z ′3 = x2Z1v ∪ Z3. Then x1 ∈ V (Z ′1), y2 ∈ V (Z ′2), and v ∈ V (Z ′3). Thus P1,
y1Z2y2, y1Z2v is an S
′-triad.
Now we deal with the case that the cross is centred at a vertex of degree
at least four and both of the crossing paths are even.
Lemma 4.3.2. Let (G,Σ) and (H,Γ) be signed graphs where G has no ver-
tices of degree two. Let S be a (G,Σ)-subdivision in (H,Γ) with a weak disk
system C, and assume that H contains a weakly free S-cross centred at a ver-
tex of degree at least four. Then there exists a (G,Σ)-subdivision S ′ obtained
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from S by repeated reroutings such that S ′ and the disk system C ′ induced in
S ′ by C satisfy one of the following conditions:
(i) there exists an S ′-jump,
(ii) there exists a free S ′-cross,
(iii) there exists an S ′-separation, or
(iv) there exists a weakly free S ′-cross P1, P2 based at the segments Z1 and
Z2 such that when (H,Γ) has been resigned so that every edge of Z1∪Z2
is even, at least one of P1 and P2 is odd.
Proof. Let P1, P2 be a weakly free S-cross in H centred at a vertex v of degree
at least four. Thus there exist two segments Z1, Z2 of S, both incident with
v, such that Z1, Z2 include all the feet of the cross. For i = 1, 2, let xi, yi
be the ends of Pi. We may assume that x1, x2, v ∈ V (Z1) occur on Z1 in
the order listed; then y2, y1, v ∈ V (Z2), and they occur on Z2 in the order
listed. For i = 1, 2, let vi be the other end of Zi and let L1 = x1Z1v1 and
L2 = y2Z2v2. We call L1 and L2 the legs of the cross P1, P1. We may assume
that (H,Γ) has been resigned so that every edge of Z1 ∪ Z2 is even. Then
we may also assume that the paths P1 and P2 are both even since otherwise
(iv) holds.
Consider all triples (S ′, P ′1, P
′
2), where S
′ is a (G,Σ)-subdivision obtained
from S by repeated reroutings and P ′1, P
′








2 are the segments of S
′ corresponding to Z1, Z2. We
may assume that among all such triples the triple (S, P1, P2) is chosen with
|V (L1)|+ |V (L2)| minimum.
Let X ′ be the vertex-set of P1 ∪ P2 ∪ vZ1x1 ∪ vZ2y2, and let Y ′ = V (S)−
(X ′ − {v, x1, y2}). If there is no path in H − {v, x1, y2} with one end in X ′
and the other in Y ′, then there exists a separation (X, Y ) of order three with
X ′ ⊆ X and Y ′ ⊆ Y . This separation satisfies (iii), and so we may assume
that there exists a path P in H − {v, x1, y2} with one end x ∈ X and the
other end y ∈ Y . From the symmetry we may assume that x belongs to
V (P1 ∪ vZ2y2).
If y ∈ V (L1), then replacing P1 by P if x /∈ V (P1) and by P ∪ xP1y1
otherwise produces a cross that has legs yL1v1 and L2. Since |V (yL1v1)| +
|V (L2)| < |V (L1)| + |V (L2)|, this new cross contradicts our choice of the
triple (S, P1, P2). If y ∈ V (L2), then let S ′ be obtained from S by replacing
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x2Z1x1 ∪ y1Z2y2 with P1 ∪ P2. If x ∈ P1, then xZ1x2, P forms a weakly
free S ′-cross. If x /∈ P1, then xZ1x2, y1Z2x2 ∪ P forms a weakly free S ′-
cross. In either case, the cross contradicts our choice of (S, P1, P2). Thus
y /∈ V (Z1 ∪ Z2).
Let C be the disk that includes both Z1 and Z2, and for i = 1, 2, let Ci be
the other disk that includes Zi. If y ∈ V (C), then P1∪P2∪P includes a free
S-cross, and so (ii) holds. Thus we may assume that y /∈ V (C). If y /∈ V (C2),
then P1 ∪ P includes an S-jump with one end y and the other end x or y1,
and so we may assume that y ∈ V (C2). Since v has degree at least four, disk
system axioms (X1) and (X2) imply that V (C1) ∩ V (C2) = {v}. It follows
that y /∈ V (C1). Now let S ′ be obtained from S by replacing x2Z1x1∪y1Z2y2
with P1 ∪ P2, and let Z ′1, Z ′2 be the segments of S ′ corresponding to Z1, Z2
respectively. Thus Z ′1 = vZ1x1 ∪ P1 ∪ y1Z2v and Z ′2 = v2Z2y2 ∪ P2 ∪ x2Z1v.
Now P ∪xZ2y1 includes an S ′-jump with one end y and the other end in the
interior of Z ′1, and so (i) holds.
In the next lemma, we will use Lemmas 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 to prove a strength-
ening of Theorem 3.1.1. We use augmenting sequences and minimality to
show that the paths added to a weakly free cross to prevent an S-separation
belong to one of a limited number of types.
Lemma 4.3.3. Let (G,Σ) and (H,Γ) be signed graphs where G has no ver-
tices of degree two and is not the complete graph on four vertices. Let S
be a (G,Σ)-subdivision in (H,Γ) with a disk system C. Then there exists a
(G,Σ)-subdivision S ′ obtained from S by repeated reroutings such that S ′ and
the disk system C ′ induced in S ′ by C satisfy one of the following conditions:
(i) there exists an S ′-jump,
(ii) there exists a free S ′-cross,
(iii) there exists an interrupted S ′-jump,
(iv) for some j ∈ {1, 2, ..., 5}, there exists a type-j extended S ′-cross,
(v) there exists an S ′-triad,
(vi) there exists an S ′-umbrella,
(vii) there exists an S ′-separation, or
(viii) the disk system C ′ is locally planar in H.
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Proof. Suppose that (H,Γ) is a counterexample to the lemma such that H
has a minimal number of edges. (H,Γ) must satisfy one of the outcomes of
Theorem 3.1.1. We know that outcome (v) of Theorem 3.1.1 does not hold
since C satisfies disk system axiom (X2) and G is not K4. Thus outcome (ii)
of Theorem 3.1.1 holds, or otherwise the lemma holds. Therefore H contains
a weakly free cross P1, P2.
For i = 1, 2 let xi, yi be the ends of Pi, and let P1, P2 be centred at v and
based at Z1 and Z2. We may assume that x1, x2, v ∈ V (Z1) occur on Z1 in
the order listed; then y2, y1, v ∈ V (Z2) occur on Z2 in the order listed. For
i = 1, 2, let vi be the other end of Zi and let L1 = x1Z1v1 and L2 = y2Z2v2.
We may assume that (H,Γ) has been resigned so that every edge of Z1 ∪ Z2
is even.
Consider all triples (S ′, P ′1, P
′
2), where S
′ is a (G,Σ)-subdivision obtained
from S by repeated rerouting and P ′1, P
′








2 are the branches of S
′ corresponding to Z1, Z2. We
may assume that among all such triples the triple (S, P1, P2) is chosen with
|V (L1)|+ |V (L2)| minimum.
There are two cases to consider: the case in which v has degree three and
the case in which v has degree four or greater. First we assume that v has
degree three. Let Z3 be the third segment incident with v, and let v3 be the
other end of Z3. One of the outcomes from Lemma 4.3.1 must hold, so we
can assume that P1 and P2 are both odd since otherwise (v) holds.
Let X be the vertex set of vZ1x1∪vZ2y2∪P1∪P2. Let Y be the vertex set
of H − (X ∪ Z1 ∪ Z2 ∪ Z3). We know there exist three vertex-disjoint paths
from X to Y in H. There must exist a fourth XY -path or else (vii) holds.
Thus by Lemma 4.2.2 there must exist an augmenting sequence from X to
Y . Let Q1, Q2,..., Qm be an augmenting sequence from X to Y . By Lemma
4.2.1, we may assume that the augmenting sequence is basic. For i = 1 ,2
,..., m, let si and ti be the endpoints of Qi. Consider Q1. By symmetry we
may assume that s1 ∈ V (P1 ∪ vZ2y2).
Suppose that s1 ∈ V (P1). If t1 ∈ V (L1), then there exists an S-cross
that contradicts our choice of (S, P1, P2). If t1 ∈ V (Z3), then there exists an
S-triad, and so (v) holds. If t1 ∈ V (C − (Z1 ∪ Z2)), then there exists a free
S ′-cross, and so (ii) holds. If t1 /∈ V (C ∪ Z3) then there exists an S-jump,
and so (i) holds. If t1 ∈ V (L2), then we consider the parity of y1P1s1 ∪ Q1.
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If it is even, we reroute Z2 along y1P1s1 ∪ Q1, which results in a cross that
contradicts our choice of (S, P1, P2). If y1P1s1 ∪Q1 is odd, then we consider
Q2. We know that s2 ∈ y2Z2t1. If t2 ∈ V (L1), then there exists an S-cross
that contradicts our choice of (S, P1, P2). If t2 ∈ V (C2), there exists an
interrupted S-jump satisfying (iii). So we assume that t2 ∈ V (t1Z2v2).
If Q2 is even, then we let S
′ be the (G,Σ)-subdivision formed by rerouting
Z2 along Q2. Let H
′ be the graph obtained from H by deleting the interior
of s2Z2t1. We note that P1, P2 form a weakly-free S
′-cross in H ′, so the disk
system C ′ is not locally planar in H ′. Also, Q1∪t1Z2s2∪Q3∪...∪Qm contains
an augmenting sequence from X to Y , and thus H ′ does not contain an S ′-
separation. Therefore H ′ is also a counterexample to the lemma. But H ′ has
fewer edges than H. This contradicts our choice of H as the counterexample
with the fewest edges. Future cases will be similar. We will discover that,
after rerouting, a certain portion of H is not necessary for non-planarity or
connectivity and thus it may be deleted to produce a smaller counterexample.
In those cases, we will simply specify the rerouting and the part of H that
may be deleted.
If Q2 is odd, then we reroute Z2 along y1P1s1∪Q1 and Q2. Then by deleting
the interior of y1Z2y2, we obtain a graph that contradicts the minimality of
H.
Now suppose that s1 ∈ V (vZ2y2). If t1 ∈ V (L1), then there exists an S-
cross that contradicts our choice of (S, P1, P2). If t1 /∈ V (Z1 ∪Z2 ∪Z3), then
there exists either an S-jump or a type-1 extended S-cross, and so either (i)
or (iv) holds. Suppose that t1 ∈ V (Z3). If s1 ∈ V (vZ2y1) and Q1 is even, we
reroute by replacing t1Z3v with Q1 and delete the interior of t1Z3s2 to obtain
a graph that contradicts the minimality of H. If s1 ∈ V (vZ2y1) and Q1 is
odd, we reroute by replacing t1Z3v ∪ y1Z2y2 ∪ x2Z1x1 with Q1 ∪ P1 ∪ P2 and
delete the interior of t1Z3s2 to obtain a graph that contradicts the minimality
of H. If s1 ∈ V (y1Z2y2) and Q1 is even, we reroute by replacing t1Z3v with Q1
so that (iii) holds. If s1 ∈ V (y1Z2y2) and Q1 is odd, we reroute by replacing
t1Z3v∪s1Z2y2∪x2Z1x1 with Q1∪P1∪P2 and delete the interior of x1Z1x2 to
obtain a graph that contradicts the minimality of H. Thus we may assume
that t1 ∈ V (L2). If Q1 is even, we reroute Z2 along Q1, which results in a
cross that contradicts our choice of (S, P1, P2). If Q1 is odd, then we reroute
Z2 along both P2 and Q1 and delete the interior of t1Z2s2 to obtain a graph
that contradicts the minimality of H.
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Now we consider the case that v has degree four or greater. One of the
outcomes of Lemma 4.3.2 must hold, and thus we may assume that at least
one of P1 and P2 is odd. Let X be the vertex set of vZ1x1 ∪ vZ2y2 ∪P1 ∪P2.
Let Y be the vertex set of H − (X ∪ Z1 ∪ Z2). We know there exist three
vertex-disjoint paths from X to Y in H. There must exist a fourth XY -path
or else (vii) holds. Thus by Lemma 4.2.2 there must exist an augmenting
sequence from X to Y . Let Q1, Q2,..., Qm be an augmenting sequence from
X to Y . By Lemma 4.2.1, we may assume that the augmenting sequence is
basic. For i = 1, 2, ...,m, let s1 and t1 be the endpoints of Qi. Consider Q1.
By symmetry we may assume that s1 ∈ V (P1 ∪ vZ2y2).
Suppose that s1 ∈ V (P1). If t1 ∈ V (L1), then there exists an S-cross that
contradicts our choice of (S, P1, P2). If t1 ∈ V (C−(Z1∪Z2)), then there exists
a free S-cross, and so (ii) holds. If t1 /∈ V (C), then (i) holds. If t1 ∈ V (L2),
then we consider the parity of y1P1s1∪Q1. If y1P1s1∪Q1 is even, we reroute
Z2 along y1P1s1 ∪Q1, which results in a cross that contradicts our choice of
(S, P1, P2). If y1P1s1 ∪ Q1 is odd, then we consider Q2. If t2 ∈ V (L1), then
there exists a cross that contradicts our choice of (S, P1, P2). If t2 ∈ V (C2),
then (iii) holds. So we may assume that t2 ∈ V (t1Z2v2). If Q2 is even, then
we reroute Z2 along Q2 and delete the interior of s2Z2t1 to obtain a graph
that contradicts the minimality of H. If Q2 is odd, then we reroute Z2 along
both y1P1s1 and Q2 and delete the interior of y1Z2y2 to obtain a graph that
contradicts the minimality of H.
Now suppose that s1 ∈ V (vZ2y2). If t1 ∈ V (L1), then there exists an
S-cross that contradicts our choice of (S, P1, P2). If t1 /∈ V (Z1 ∪ Z2), then
there exists either an S-jump or a type-1 extended S-cross, and so either
(i) or (iv) holds. Thus we may assume that t1 ∈ V (L2). If Q1 is even, we
reroute Z2 along Q1, which results in an S-cross that contradicts our choice
of (S, P1, P2). Thus we may assume that Q1 is odd. We consider Q2. Suppose
that t2 ∈ V (L2). If Q2 is even, we reroute Z2 along Q2 and delete the interior
of s2Z2t1 to obtain a graph that contradicts the minimality of H. If Q2 is
odd, we reroute Z2 along both Q1 and Q2 and delete the interior of y1Z2y2
to obtain a graph that contradicts the minimality of H. If t2 /∈ V (C), then
one of (i) or (iii) holds. If t2 ∈ V (C − (Z1 ∪ Z2), then there exists a type-2
extended S-cross, and so (iv) holds. Thus t2 ∈ V (L1). Now we consider
Q3. If t3 ∈ V (C1 − Z1), then there exists a type-3 extended S-cross, and
so (iv) holds. If t3 ∈ V (C − (Z1 ∪ Z2)), then (ii) holds. If t3 /∈ V (C1 ∪ C),
then (i) holds. If t3 ∈ V (L2), then there exists an S-cross that contradicts
our choice of (S, P1, P2). Thus we may assume that t3 ∈ V (L1). If Q3 is
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even, we reroute Z1 along Q3 and delete the interior of s3Z1t2 to obtain a
graph that contradicts the minimality of H. If Q3 is odd, then we consider
Q4. If t4 ∈ V (Z1) and Q4 is even, we reroute Z1 along Q4 and delete the
interior of s4Z1t3 to obtain a graph that contradicts the minimality of H. If
t4 ∈ V (Z1) and Q4 is odd, we reroute Z1 along both Q3 and Q4 and delete
the interior of s3Z1t2 to obtain a graph that contradicts the minimality of
H. If t4 ∈ V (C1 − Z1), then (iii) holds. If t4 ∈ V (C − (Z1 ∪ Z2)), then
there exists a type-4 extended S-cross, and so (iv) holds. If t4 /∈ V (C1 ∪ C),
then (i) holds. Thus we may assume that t4 ∈ V (t1Z2v2). We consider Q5.
If t5V ∈ V (Z1), then there exists an S-cross that contradicts our choice of
(S, P1, P2). If t5 ∈ V (C − (Z1 ∪Z2)), then (ii) holds. If t5 ∈ V (Z2) and Q5 is
even, then we reroute Z2 along Q5 and delete the interior of s5Z2t4 to obtain
a graph that contradicts the minimality of H. If t5 ∈ V (Z2) and Q5 is odd,
then we reroute Z2 along both Q1 and Q5 and delete the interior of y1Z2y2
to obtain a graph that contradicts the minimality of H. If t5 /∈ V (C ∪ C2),
then (i) holds. Thus we may assume that t5 ∈ V (C2 − Z2), and then there
exists a type-5 extended S-cross, and so (iv) holds.
4.4 Triads
In this section, our goal is to eliminate outcome (v) of Lemma 4.3.3. We say
that an S-triad is local if there exists a vertex v of S of degree three in S
such that each of the three segments of S incident with v includes exactly
one foot of the triad. We say that the local S-triad is centred at v.
In the main proof of this section, we assume that the S-triad is local. Thus
our first task is to show that there are no non-local triads. In order to do
this, we will have to assume that G is almost 4-connected.
Lemma 4.4.1. Let G be an almost 4-connected planar graph, and let S be
a G-subdivision in a graph H. Let C be the disk system in S consisting of
peripheral cycles of S. Then every S-triad is local.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a non-local S-triad, and let F be the set
of feet of the triad. Let us fix a drawing of S in the plane. Since each pair
of vertices in F belong to a common face, there exists a simple closed curve
φ intersecting S precisely in the set F . Let I be the interior of the region
bounded by φ, and let O be the exterior. If I contains no branch vertex of
S, then there exists a disk that includes every vertex in F , contrary to the
definition of a triad. If I contains exactly one branch vertex of S, then that
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vertex must be incident with three segments, each of which contains exactly
one vertex in F , and thus the triad is local.
Thus we may assume that I contains more that one branch vertex of S. If
O contains no branch vertex of S, then there exists a disk that includes every
vertex in F , contrary to the definition of a triad. If O contains exactly one
branch vertex of S, then that vertex must be incident with three segments
whose other ends are the vertices in F , and thus the triad is local. Thus
I and O both contain more than one branch vertex of S, contrary to the
almost 4-connectivity of G.
Adding only a local triad to S introduces an S-separation. Thus H must
also contain an augmenting sequence with the triad. We show that adding
an augmenting sequence to a local triad leads to a non-minimal obstruction
to planarity.
Lemma 4.4.2. Let (G,Σ) and (H,Γ) be signed graphs, where G is almost
4-connected. Let S be a (G,Σ)-subdivision in (H,Γ) with a disk system C.
Then there exists a G-subdivision S ′ obtained from S by repeated reroutings
such that S ′ and the disk system C ′ induced in S ′ by C satisfy one of the
following conditions:
(i) there exists an S ′-jump,
(ii) there exists a free S ′-cross,
(iii) there exists an interrupted S ′-jump,
(iv) for some j ∈ {1, 2, ..., 5}, there exists a type-j extended S ′-cross,
(v) there exists an S ′-umbrella,
(vi) there exists an S ′-separation in H, or
(vii) the disk system C ′ is locally planar in H.
Proof. Let (H,Γ) be a minimal counterexample to the lemma such that H
has a minimal number of edges. H must satisfy one of the outcomes of
Lemma 4.3.3. Thus outcome (v) of Lemma 4.3.3 holds, or otherwise the
lemma holds. Thus H contains an S-triad R1, R2, R3.
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By Lemma 4.4.1, the triad R1, R2, R3 must be local. Let the triad R1,
R2, R3 be centred at v, let its feet be x1, x2, x3, let Z1, Z2, Z3 be the three
segments of S incident with v numbered so that xi ∈ V (Zi), and let vi be
the other end of Zi. We may assume that (H,Γ) has been resigned so that
every edge of Z1 ∪ Z2 ∪ Z3 is even. Let Li be the subpath of Zi with ends vi
and xi, and let Pi be the subpath of Zi with ends v and xi. We say that the
paths L1, L2, L3 are the legs of the S-triad. We may assume that R1, R2,
R3 are chosen so that there is no S-triad as above such that the sum of the
lengths of its legs is strictly smaller than |E(L1)| + |E(L2)| + |E(L3)|. Let
X = V (P1 ∪ P2 ∪ P3 ∪R1 ∪R2 ∪R3) and Y = V (S)− (X ∪ L1 ∪ L2 ∪ L3).
We know that there exist three vertex-disjoint XY -paths in H. There
must exist a fourth XY -path or else (vi) holds. Thus by Lemma 4.2.2 there
must exist an augmenting sequence from X to Y . Let Q1, Q2,..., Qm be an
augmenting sequence from X to Y . By Lemma 4.2.1, we may assume that
the augmenting sequence is basic.
By symmetry, we may assume that s1 ∈ V (P1 ∪ R1). Suppose that s1 ∈
V (R1). If t1 /∈ V (Z1 ∪ Z2 ∪ Z3), then (i) holds. If t1 ∈ V (L1 ∪ L2 ∪ L3),
then there exists an S-triad that contradicts our choice of R1, R2, R3. Thus
we may assume that s1 ∈ V (P1). If t1 is not in either of the disks that
include Z1, then (i) holds. If t1 is in one of the disks that include Z1 but
t1 /∈ V (Z1 ∪ Z2 ∪ Z3), then (ii) holds. If t1 ∈ V (Z3), then deleting the
interior of R2 results in a graph that contradicts the minimality of H. If
t1 ∈ V (Z2), then deleting the interior of R3 results in a graph that contradicts
the minimality of H. Thus we may assume that t1 ∈ V (Z1).
If Q1 is even, then rerouting Z1 along Q1 and deleting the interior of s1Z1x1
results in a graph that contradicts the minimality of H. So we may assume
that Q1 is odd. Now we consider Q2. If t2 is not in either of the disks that
include Z1, then (i) holds. If t2 /∈ V (Z1) but t2 is in the disk that contains
both Z1 and Z2, then deleting the interior of R2 results in a graph that
contradicts the minimality of H. If t2 /∈ V (Z1) but t2 is in the disk that
contains both Z1 and Z3, then deleting the interior of R3 results in a graph
that contradicts the minimality of H. Thus we may assume that t2 ∈ V (Z1).
If Q2 is even, then rerouting Z1 along Q2 and deleting the interior of s2Z1t1
results in a graph that contradicts the minimality of H. If Q2 is odd, then
rerouting Z1 along both Q1 and Q2 and deleting the interior of s1Z1x1 results
in a graph that contradicts the minimality of H.
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4.5 Conclusion
Now we are ready to formulate our results in terms of graphs embedded in
the plane. From now on, our disk systems will refer to the disk systems
consisting of peripheral cycles of 3-connected planar graphs. Terms such as
S-jump and S-cross will refer to the disks corresponding to peripheral cycles.
If S is a G-subdivision and S ′ is another G-subdivision obtained from S
by rerouting, then the embedding of S uniquely determines an embedding of
S ′, and the disk system induced in S ′ by C consists of the face boundaries of
S ′.
Lemma 4.5.1. Let (G,Σ) be an almost 4-connected planar signed graph, let
(H,Γ) be a non-planar signed graph, and let S be a (G,Σ)-subdivision in
(H,Γ). Then there exists a G-subdivision S ′ in (H,Γ) obtained from S by
repeated reroutings such that S ′ and the disk system of peripheral cycles in
S ′ satisfy one of the following conditions:
(i) there exists an S ′-jump,
(ii) there exists a free S ′-cross,
(iii) there exists an S ′-separation,
(iv) there exists an interrupted S ′-jump,
(v) there exists an S ′-umbrella, or
(vi) for some j ∈ {1, 2, ..., 5}, there exists a type-j extended S ′-cross.
Proof. By Lemma 4.4.2, one of the outcomes of that lemma holds. If one
of outcomes (i)-(vi) of Lemma 4.4.2 holds, then our lemma holds. We know
that outcome (vii) of Lemma 4.4.2 does not hold since S does not extend to
an embedding of H. Thus the result holds.
The only outcome still to be eliminated is the S-separation. The almost
4-connectivity of H can be used to show that an S-separation leads to a
contradiction. We are now ready to restate and prove Theorem 1.3.1, our
main result.
Theorem 1.3.1. Let (G,Σ) be an almost 4-connected planar signed graph
on at least six vertices, let (H,Γ) be an almost 4-connected non-planar signed
graph, and let S be a (G,Σ)-subdivision in (H,Γ). Then there exists a (G,Σ)-
subdivision S ′ in (H,Γ) obtained from S by repeated reroutings such that S ′
satisfies one of the following conditions:
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(i) there exists an S ′-jump ,
(ii) there exists a free S ′-cross,
(iii) there exists an interrupted S ′-jump,
(iv) there exists an S ′-umbrella, or
(v) for some j ∈ {1, 2, ..., 5}, there exists a type-j extended S ′-cross.
Proof. Let (G,Σ), (H,Γ), and S be as stated. By Lemma 4.5.1 there exists a
(G,Σ)-subdivision S ′ in (H,Γ) obtained from S by repeated reroutings such
that one of the conclusions of that lemma holds. We may assume that H
contains an S ′ separation (X, Y ), for otherwise the theorem holds. Then
|X − Y | ≥ 2 because H[X] does not have a planar embedding in a disk
with X ∩ Y drawn on the boundary of the disk. The set X − Y includes at
most one branch-vertex of S ′ by the definition of S ′-separation. Since S has
at least six branch vertices, |Y − X| ≥ 2. But this contradicts the almost
4-connectivity of H.
Our main theorem is a generalization of the main theorem in [3]. Suppose
that Σ = Γ = ∅. Then all the edges of our graphs are even. Some of
the outcomes of Theorem 1.3.1 involve odd edges. We have the following
corollary:
Corollary 4.5.2. Let G be an almost 4-connected planar graph on at least
six vertices, let H be an almost 4-connected non-planar graph, and let S be a
G-subdivision in H. Then there exists a G-subdivision S ′ in H obtained from
S by repeated reroutings such that S ′ satisfies one of the following conditions:
(i) there exists an S ′-jump in H, or
(ii) there exists a free S ′-cross in H on some peripheral cycle of S ′.
Proof. We may consider G as (G,Σ) and H as (H,Γ) where Σ = Γ = ∅. We
apply Theorem 1.3.1 to (G,Σ), (H,Γ), and S. We may assume that one of the
outcomes (iii)-(v) of Theorem 1.3.1 holds; otherwise the corollary holds. But
these outcomes all require H to have odd edges, which is a contradiction.




5.1 One Non-Planar Unstable Bridge
We would like to further characterize outcome (iv) of Theorem 1.3.1. As
currently stated, the outcome is not specific enough to be particularly useful
in applications. We would like to show what minimal structures an unstable
S-bridge must contain if it is not S-planar. In particular, we would like to
prove the following conjecture:
Conjecture. Let (G,Σ) and (H,Γ) be signed graphs where G has no vertices
of degree two. Let S be a (G,Σ)-subdivision in (H,Γ) with weak disk system C,
and suppose none of outcomes (i)-(v) of Theorem 3.1.1 hold for any (G,Σ)-
subdivision S ′ related to S. Let B, P1, P2 be an S-umbrella on a segment
Z. Let w1, z1 and w2, z2 be the ends of P1 and P2 respectively, where w1,
w2 ∈ V (Z). Then there exist vertex-disjoint paths Q1 and Q2 in B with ends
s1, t1 and s2, t2 such that s1, s2, t1, t2 appear on Z in that order and w1,
w2 ∈ V (s2Zt1).
If this conjecture is true, then we can reroute Z along Q1 and Q2 to turn
P1 and P2 into a weakly free cross. See the proof of Lemma 2.1.2. Thus we
could remove outcome (iv) from the statement of Theorem 1.3.1.
5.2 Parallel Edges
If (G,Σ) is a signed graph, it is natural to allow G to have parallel edges,
where those parallel edges are in even-odd pairs. We would like to prove a
modified version of Theorem 1.3.1 where G is allowed to have some parallel
edges. The disk system axioms can be modified to allow for trivial disks,
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which are disks bounded by the two segments corresponding to a pair of
parallel edges in G.
If we allow parallel edges, then we have to make some changes to the
outcomes. For example, an interrupted S-jump is not necessarily non-planar
if it occurs in a trivial disk. See Figure 5.1.
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C1<latexit sha1_base64=" jq9W4l2YCSoeVdGEPQhKAjJhaJ4=">AAAB6nicbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QL0FcvEY0TwgWcLsZD YZMju7zPQKYcknePGgiFe/yJt/4yTZg0YLGoqqbrq7g kQKg6775RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5By8SpZrzJYhn rTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA8nYwrs/89iPXRsTqAScJ9y M6VCIUjKKV7ut9r1+uuFV3DvKXeDmpQI5Gv/zZG8Qs jbhCJqkxXc9N0M+oRsEkn5Z6qeEJZWM65F1LFY248b P5qVNyYpUBCWNtSyGZqz8nMhoZM4kC2xlRHJllbyb+5 3VTDK/9TKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmf1NBkJzhnJiCWVa2Fs JG1FNGdp0SjYEb/nlv6R1VvXOq5d3F5XaTR5HEY7gG E7BgyuowS00oAkMhvAEL/DqSOfZeXPeF60FJ585hF9w Pr4BunKNaQ==</latexit>
C2<latexit sha1_base64="y9yhIIx1eyOnNT2NvTQEF 5lyYfo=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGRb0FcvEY0TwgWcLspDcZMju7zMwKIeQTvHhQxKtf 5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ 2ApGtZnfekKleSwfzThBP6IDyUPOqLHSQ61X6RVLbtmdg6wSLyMlyFDvFb+6/ZilEUrDBNW647mJ8SdUGc4ET gvdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqfzI/dUrOrNInYaxsSUPm6u+JCY20HkeB7YyoGeplbyb+53VSE974Ey6T1KBki0VhKo iJyexv0ucKmRFjSyhT3N5K2JAqyoxNp2BD8JZfXiXNStm7KF/dX5aqt1kceTiBUzgHD66hCndQhwYwGMAzvMK bI5wX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwBu/aNag==</latexit>
Figure 5.1: A planar drawing of an interrupted jump in a trivial disk
5.3 Minors
We will define the concept of a minor for a signed graph. Let (G,Σ) be a
signed graph. Let I, J , be subsets of E(G) such that I ∩J = ∅. If I does not
contain the edges of an odd cycle, then there exists a signature Γ of (G,Σ)
such that Γ∩ I = ∅. Then the graph ((G/I)− J,Γ− J) is a signed minor of
(G,Σ).
In [3], Norin and Thomas also prove a version of their main result where the
conclusion is about minors rather than subdivisions. We say that a graph G
is internally 4-connected if it is 3-connected and for every separation (A,B)
of order three one of G[A], G[B] has at most three edges. If u, v ∈ V (G) are
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not adjacent, then we use G + uv to denote the graph obtained from G by
adding an edge with ends u and v.
Theorem 5.3.1. Let G be a triangle-free internally 4-connected planar graph,
and let H be an almost 4-connected non-planar graph such that H has a sub-
graph isomorphic to a subdivision of G. Then there exists a graph G′ such
that G′ is isomorphic to a minor of H, and either
(i) G′ = G + uv for some vertices u, v ∈ V (G) such that no peripheral
cycle of G contains both u and v, or
(ii) G′ = G + u1v1 + u2v2 for some distinct vertices u1, u2, v1, v2 ∈ V (G)
such that u1, u2, v1, v2 appear on some peripheral cycle of G in the
order listed.
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